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Campaign for
Wooster Success

Chem. Dept.
Receives $400,000

Howevc, the Campaign as a
whole was obviously a financial
success with which the entire College community is pleased.
The Campaign's success was not
By JANET McCRACKEN
only financial The design of the
Looking for current, computer receive the Hewlett-Packar- d
gift
Campaign called for dividing the
The which entailed a mass spectral
nation into 65 regions, staffed by ized chemistry equipment
College of Wooster Development College of Wooster has it! The detector and supporting equipment
scientific world is moving at a fast The proposal for this donation was
professionals, Frank Knorr, How- pace,
and Wooster is not being left submitted by Dr. Ted Williams in
ard Strauch and Grace Tompos
the Fall of 1882, and after a lengthy
Marjorie Kramer, Director of Al- behind.
Within the past two years, the evaluation of the Wooster chemisumni Relations, created programs Chemistry
Department has re- try department Wooster was chofor special events in each Cam- ceived apprximately
1
$400,000 worth sen as a recipient The Marketing
a
region
region.
Within
paign
each
. .
network of volunteers saturated the of equipment with $276,000 of this Manager of Hewlett-Packard- 's
last eight months. Laboratory Automation systems is
area with phone calls and visits to arriving in the grants
will help the Jeb Connor, a 1974 graduate of
as many alumni and potential con- These gifts and
high cali- Wooster. He was responsible for
department
its
maintain
tributors as possible.
initially suggesting Wooster as a
This "internal machinery." as ber program, as well as provide
students with an excellent oppor- candidate for the contribution.
President Copeland called the re- tunity
to work with the latest tech
These three gifts alone amount to
gional system, is far more desiraapproximately $10L400. There have
ble than the usual procedure which nology.
The donations came from several also been various other grants conincludes the work of many outside
sources
and were awarded for var- tributed by the National Science
fundraisers. The Campaign was ious reasons.
The Perkin-ElmFoundation, the Dreyfus Founda
conceived and launched by the
gave a Perkin-Elmtion, and Sohio.
Board of Trustees, developed by Corporation
computer which It has been a very prosperious
the College's Development Office, 7.500 professional
to about 25 time for the chemistry department
and executed by Wooster alumni has also beenin given eountry.
This It is now supplied with the most
schools
the
and friends. Sara Patton, Vice other
to
William
gift
Dr.
due
largely
was
advanced equipment which offers
superPresident of Development,
f
1963
of Wooster,! endless opportunities to the stuvised the Campaign, and Regions Riggs,is aVice graduate and
General dents as well as faculty. Currently,
President
i'.-Assistant Director of Development who
Perkin-Elmphys- professors in the chemistry depart
Manager
of
the
Mary Anne Gorman directed The
nomi- ment are training the students, in
He
division.
ical
electronics
Wooster fund.
Wooster for the gift and class and informally, to use the
President Copeland had special nated
emphasised
the necessity of such a equipment. Once a student demon
praise for many of the trustees who nit for a small
college.
strates mastry of the apparatus,
devoted much time to the CamIn addition, IBM Instruments Co. she will then be permitted to inSara Patton, vice president for
paign. Stanley Gault, chief execu- presented
the College with electro- struct other students. The experisdeveiopment Photo by Sid His-- ;
tive officer of Rubbermaid Incorpowhich will be ence of working with such refined
equipment
chemical
tings.
rated, and National Chairman of used in the department's
analysis equipment will certainly: benefit
a
played
(the
Campaign,
vital
role.
BY JONATHAN BARCLAY
courses and senior LS. projects.
Wooster students who will sooa be
wno
many
as
trustees
otner
According
did
to
When the books closed on 32 by a new music center.
College was also chosen to (entering the job market
Th
85: The Campaign for Wooster" President Henry Copeland. a little traveled to far parts of the nation
this past Jan. 7, the grand total had over $2 million has been raised, to explain Wooster and its needs to
reached $36,039,754 in cash and and although work cannot begin questioning alumni and friends.
pledges, according to Vice Presi until the necessary funds are in It was all part of wnat President
as perhaps the
dent for Development Sara patton. hand, he states. "I think we will Copeland describes success
of ute
drive to raise 832 have enough money by January, most significant
The five-yeThe Student Activities Board has its volunteer members now " numCampaign. "It was the renewal of
million by 1985 was part of a larger 1988."
as bering more than 100 people.
Like any other institution, the contact." the fact that at the end of just selected Laurie Campbell1985-8program aimed at raising not less
Chairperson
new
for
head
One of the Board's new marketits
and
more
Campaign
alumni
expenthe
than 850 million for the College by College incurs operational
strategies is the Division of the
ing
1990. The overwhelming success of ses. This year's operating budget is Wooster friends were aware of the
Pnhlio
Chairperson,
position
of
Rltinn Cammittee into
The
ever
Colelge
needs
than
its
and
million,
and
less
$20
approximately
program
has
this portion of the
Doug
Operations and Re
from
over
taking
parts
she
two
which
is
Camtruly
the
made
providbefore
that
sent the College well on its way than 70 of that amount is
Hart (class of 1986) involves a cruitment (see insiae story'
ed by student tuition and fees. paign such a success.
toward that 850 million goal deal of time and energy. Viewing previous chairpersons
Assistant Director Gorman great
The Campaign aimed to raise Some scholarships, academic supCustomarily
the Chairperson of and boards, Laurie comments,
she
when
echoed
these
sentiments
general
programs,
and the
funds in three general areas: the port
joins
SAB
in meetings with "Vwm ont a lnt to live no to." and
also
got
a
endowment for the College's ongo- maintenance of the College as well said of the Campaign, "It just
SGA, and Campus Council. It is aim said that SAB has done so
people
into
Wooster
the
of
back
lot
salaries,
and
faculty
fall
as
staff
including
scholarprograms,
ing
hoped that participation and com- many valuable things. Each board
ships, professorships, and special into this category- - Wooster Fund tfamily."
with these organiza- is a unique experience, and I hope
munication
nas
campaign
wooster
The
for
and academic programs; capital gifts, departmental grants for.new
Inform the Chair we are embarking upon another
will
better
tions
outside con
construction, renovation, and Geology and Chemistry grants, and Irevitalized Wooster's
campus
person
and student even more successful year. Good
of
provided
well
for
the
tact
and
Camincluding
has
renexamples
of
fimri
are
library
funds
the
annnmnt
needs.
programming
luck. Laurie!
end
financially,
(College
has
the
but
ovations on Taylor and Seovel paign monies raised in this area.
a junior ngiisn ataior
Laurie
is
ago,
years
Five
mot
been
reached.
an
is
annual
Wooster
Fund
The
current
the
for
and
funds
Halls:
Alliance, Ohio who has supoperations of the College, including unrestricted operating fund which lthe Board of Trustees estimated- from
numerous clubs, activities,
ported
Colnecessary
fundriasing
for
the
will continue even now that the
the annual Wooster Fund.
- and organizations in Wooster and
The Campaign raised over $14 Campaign is over. The Wooster Jleee at $50 million by. 1990. Howev- the College community. She is presmillion for the College endowment, Fund was expected to contribute jer, costs have risen beyond those ently a member of the Westminster
surpassing the goal of $13 million. some $4 million to the Campaign (expectations and says President
go Presbyterian cnuren wnere sne
Endowment gifts are permanently goal of $8 million for the current Copeland now, "We will have toare
serves on the Church's governing
past
g
$50
million
because
there
interest-bearinacarea,
and
operations
succeeded.
locked into an
board. She is engaged in the "Evof
sorts
needs."
just
those
count for the College. The interest according to wooster Fund director
ery
Woman's Program" which
woos
The campaign has placed
from those endowments will be Mary Anne Gorman. The Cam
helps
battered women. The pro
minion
$50
the
well
toward
ter
well
general
in
the
paign
exceeded
faculty
new
used "to fund tour
gram
traditionally operated ny
is
those
of
and
fulfillment
chairs in the departments of Reli- goal by raising over ill million for mark
of Hart House.
the
residents
needs, but the remaining minimum
gious Studies. Geology, and Histo- the current operations funds.
would like to see SAB
Laurie
within
must
be
$14
raised
million
of
appears
Campaign
The
announced
It
that
ry, with a fourth to be
the promote events to engage previouslater. A faculty research fund has For Wooster remained fairly well the next five years to maintain
College.
of
the
For ly uninvolved individuals from the
also been established from these on target President Copeland not- current status
Campus and greater community.
howevdecade,
of
the
last
half
this
construcdelay
the
in
ed
the
that'
endowed gifts.
She
is targeting some of her new
no
special
Cam
er,
will
be
there
was
new
center
was
of
music
raised tion
the
More than $9 million
at minorities, women and
ideas
plea.
paign
for construction and renovation on due not only to lack of funds, but
international students. Ultimately,
fundraising
proceudres
Normal
rising
goal
for
and
costs
to
although
scovel
the
for
also
campus,
the
be employed to reach at least Laurie would like to draw even
this area had been $11 million. The Taylor renovations which exceeded will $50
1
million mark. The Wooster more students into the board's
the
renovations on Scovel and Taylor the expected $3.3 million estimates
i
many events.
fund
for
the
as
Fund
the
annual
Camby
over
$1
million.
the
from
funded
I
were
Halls
very
to
busy
trying
will
be
Laurie
In addition. $3 million endowment (College's alumni, parents and
paign, as are upcoming renovations
was raised for new professorships (friends will continue to raise funds. surnass last year's attendance
on some of the dormitories.
record at SAB events of more than Laurie Campbell, new SAB chairThe College had hoped to raise although $4.5 million had been the and special focus capital projects 31.000. The organisation is reaching
of
aim.
construction
$4.5 million for the
Continued on Page 8
out to more people than ever with person. Photo by Ralph Youngen.
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Guest Editorial
Tenure Revision a Necessity

'diforital
Recent months have been witness to growing
tensions on campus. Three consecutive faculty
meetings have been cancelled, a first in the
history of the college. Morale among faculty
members is low. Feelings of powerlessness on a
variety of decisions made by administrators are
felt within the faculty.
Less than half the faculty attend faculty
meetings, which meet the first Monday of every
month. In order to officiate the meeting 66
members of the faculty must be present, attendance has been half that.
This apparent apathy on the part of the
professors is not without some justification. Decision making on the campus has changed. No
longer are the proposals of faculty members
examined. Certain power centers within the faculty and administration take control of the monthly
meetings. These meetings, as one source suggested, have been reduced to petty politics. A criticism reminiscent of the late Cleveland Board of
Education Superintendent Frederick D. Holliday,
who committed suicide Jan. 26. Holliday in his
suicide note said that he could no longer bear the
board's petty bickering.
It is a shame that certain members of the
campus community cannot learn from such an
experience so close to home. The objectives and
goals of this school are simple. Yet, when they are
driven through the quagmire of bureaucracy, self
interest replaces these goals. The faculty meetings are to function for the professors much in the
same way SGA functions for the students. It is a
forum in which to air concerns and proposals.
professors
Although lately, many
go
to
for
fear of
refuse to speak and others refuse
facultenure.
Tenured
opportunity
for
losing their
ty, have also refused to go because as they see it
nothing can change. "The institution's wheels just
keep turning, rolling over everything that lies in
its way," said one source.
In the end the college students lose. Poor
communication and low morale result in poor
education. A simple, yet, lethal equation that
substitutes student and faculty potential for self
interest.
Jeffrey Priest

Mr. Priest. '
I appreciate your offering me the
opportunity to clarify my position
on the tenure issue.
For its supporters, the case for
tenure is simple, fundamental, and
unassailable. It is a matter of
protecting free speech. If I, as a
professor of Russian history, violate all the canons of conventional
wisdom and suggest Stalin was not
evil incarnate in absolutely every
respect (and he wasn't!), the Godfearing capitalists on the Board of
Trustees, who own this institution,
cannot consign me to academic
oblivion for saying what they don't
think. Fair enough, right?
Wrong!
My contention is (1) that better
mechanisms can be devised to protect my right to speak the unspeakable, (2) that tenure in fact may do
more to inhibit significant dialogue
than to enhance it, and (3) that
sadly, tenure has become a device
to protect not the outrageous instructor but the imcompetent one,
not the imaginative thinker but
those who don't think at all.
T
A brief word, please, on each of
those three points. On number one,
I grant the urgent need to protect
academic freedom, and from day
one at the podium, incidentally, not

non-receiv- al

free speech more than it encourfaculty, the
ages it.
younger ones, fresher out of graduate training, more likely to be
involved in the outrageous frontiers
of the discipline, are inhibited from
speaking their minds, for fear of
offending their more traditionally-minde- d
seniors and not attaining
tenure. The older, established faculty, whose minds have probably
long since been made up on every
issue from relativity to tax reform,
are indeed free to speak, but what
they so often speak is the banal, the
obvious, the safe and the predictable. Even if they could be fired for
what they say. they wouldn't be:
nobody ever listens to them any- Non-tenur- ed

way.

Finally, a tenured position does
offer its incumbent the opportunity
to get lazy and stop thinking, but
however incompetent the tenured
professor might become, it is in
fact almost impossible under current rules for the institution to sluff
herhim off. Technically, we can be
dismissed for gross immorality,
f contractual obligations, or incompetence. In fact,
to prove the first charge, the
non-fulfillm-

ent

College would need a dozen witnesses to some indescribably lascivious act performed at high noon in
the Kauke arch. To prove the
second, the College would have to
show an instructor only appeared
in class a half dozen or so times a
semester, and never graded tests.
To prove the third is almost impossible: who is there around here
demonstrably qualified to claim I
don't know enough Russian histo-

ry?

So the net result of the tenure
system is not to promote the free
expression of ideas, however outrageous, but to cons train the original
thinker and protect the
are the clear
You
the students
losers in such a system. Surely we
can devise something better.
non-thinke-

r.

Daniel F. Calhoun
Professor of History

lexers vo vhe Hdifler
Review Issue Clarified

non-tenur- ed

Editor-in-Chi- ef

only after seven years probationary
period. I thinkl that objective coma
be achieved, however, without a
tenure system, perhaps by estab
lishing a review board, including
academics from outside tne institution, whenever a dismissed faculty
member felt the cause of herhis
of contract hung on
questions of free speech. The re
view board s .opinion couia De Dina-in- g
on all concerned. I don't think
such a mechanism would be too
difficult to put in place.
Second. I argue i nat tne tenure
system probably, in fact, inhibits

EuH5R?yTPmoKHvur!SBeTSa
conform with them or not, writers
This is a short letter with the need to be aware of the literary hemic rear exceot durine vacations and
by the students of
intention of clearing up misconcep- conventions and directions of their Examination periods
College of wooster, wooster, unio.
tions about and responding to some Ume if they wish to communicate Erne
Tne wooster voice welcomes au lypea
criticisms of the college's literary with their readers. William Blake land signed letters to the editor from
vehemently
disagreed
may
Review.
have
Wooster
magazine, the
tuaents, tacuity, administrators, suo-- i
The Review is only one year old. with Samuel Johnson, but we know Ibcribers and members of the greater
Wooster community. All correspondence
It accepts poetry, short fiction, and from his margin notes that he read bay
be addressed to: The Wooster!
literary review submissions from a Johnson attentively.
The Col
Voice. Post Office Box
to
publisn
in
While
sold
Review
tries
the
national audience and is
eee of wooster. wooster. umo twi.ine
bookstores across the country.' A current and quality material, it fdeadline for all letters and stories M
glance at our last issue reveals the also tries to avoid work that is .Tuesday at 6o.m. The current subscrip
is $20.00 per year for first!
diversity of these writers and inaccessible or so academic it has Lion price
delivery.
little relationship to real life. In our lass
poets: From film directors and
First class oostaee paid at Wooster
to students and homemak-er- last issue. Mary Crow's series of Ohio.
Postmaster: Send address changed
Because the Review is market poems on South America totalitari fTo The Wooster Voice. Post Office Boad
The College of Wooster. Wooster
ed, a high standard is upheld m the anism could hardly be cauea esohio. 44691 (attn: Scot Clydesdale)
teric.
quality of writing sought.
are available trom ine
One final criticism aimed at the Back issues
The common question about the
office.
Voice
Wooster
who
more
the
students
is
all
print
Review that
Review is why we don't
on
the
student authors and poets, as the have been published are
Jeff Priest.
a Wooster publication no staff of the magazine itself. In
Sean Bisceglia, Business Manager
Thistle
Ida WilQami, Sports Editor
us. response to this we would point out
II longer existing are did before witn
Emily Drage, News Editor
that half of them were not involved
Most students
familiar
Mary Cox, Features Editor
intracampus publications, such as with, the magazine until we acceptBill Townsend, Photo Editor
the Thistle and most high school ed their work.
Tom Barringer, Copy Editor
The Review welcomes submis
Scot Clydesdale, Circulation Manager
magazines. While such publications
Susanne Egli, Layout Editor
are useful for sharing the talents of sions from student, writers ana
the college community, the Review poets. Submissions may be sent to
Mark Beaver. Debbie)
Staff
has the more ambitious aim of the Wooster Review. Andrews Li- Celinski,members:
Debbie Shepherd, Carol Ander-- I
or
campus
mail,
giving students the opportunity to brary through
son, Carolyn Reierson, J on Barclay
edit and publish a high quality dropped off at Michael Allen's of- Patricia Bauerle. Amy weisoerger
Anneli Ericsson, Stefenei
literary magazine that draws from fice in the library just past the Ruby Fanning,
Pubris, Kathleen Smythe, Suzanne!
Reading and Writing Center.
a national pool of writer and poets
spoor. Leslie Tennyson, tne ureenej
warren ueages, tUison
For a serious young writer or
Hoffa, Kathy Toth, Sarah Mas4
Editor for Poetry iers, Mamie Sofield, Mary DouglasJ
poet, this is an invaluable opportunKathy
Harper,
bnaron &auiman. lu jnoran, uavicL
ity. It puts one in touch with what
Editor for Firtion Blunter, Richard Crouse, Janet
is being written and published now;
Laura VanDale, Anna Kormos
the people who are working their
Murphy, Dan Rozmiarek. Liz Hef
uohn
presses
wav ud through the small
pelginer, Dara Behzadi.
to chapbooks and larger colleccolumnists: lan rnea. itanay mc
Info.
Aid
Clear. Drew VandeCreek. David Baron
tions. The major publishing houses
Pov. Eric Wertz. Liz Moran, Brooks
in New York are notoriously eau- Stuart Safford. Tom Zeta.
Any student wanting to apply for LProutv.
tious about printing anyone without
Art Department: Tom bnearer. rr.
acaan established reputation, and most financial aid for the 1985-8- 6
uuiooiy.
Special to Voice: Dan Rozmiarek,
textbooks are worse when it comes demic year may pick up the approOffice Manager: Daphne Planck.
to discussinz them. The Review, by priate application materials at the
appealing to a national audience of Financial Aid Office from b:oo to
talented authors and poets, gives 30 weekdays in Severance Art
students a part in the direc Building.
tions literature is actually moving
today, and whether they agree and
Editor:
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Another problem with such action
BY IAN M. FRIED
Earlier this year Soviet Foreign by the media, is that it takes an
Minister Andrei Gromyko and U.S. ordinary event which should be
Secretary of State George Shultz routine in our policy process and
met in Geneva, Switzerland to dis- gives it extraordinary characteriscuss the possibility of future arms tics. This inhibits the government
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BY BROOKS PROUTY
Lately, the world has become
more aware of a monster lurking in
South Africa that defies the norms
of our Democratic society. The
media often guides its cameras to
the front of South African embassies where protestors carry
placards and chant short!
songs.
5
More and more accounts of op
pression and injustice etnerge as
we in the West are quite correctly
concerned. People ought to rally
against apartheid and its leader
P.W. Botha. People ought to think
of constructive action that might
anti-aparthe- id

ameliorate the situation there.
say that South Africa deserves
whatever criticism people assail it!
with.

Notwithstanding this claim, there
has been more than one incident inl
recent years which deserves an
least as much world condemnation
and concern

as South Africa.

don't mean a situation which warranted a few cutting remarks on
the editorial page of major newspapers. I am talking about a situation
which deserves universal execra
tion and action. I speak of Cam bod

of of

f

Sw"L

streets. There they slowly
trudged on to the outskirts of the
"Eerie" is an understatement. It city, into the jungle to be "reis detestable that such facts are not educated" by Angka Loeu, or the
known. We are not discussing a Organization on High.
While the sick, yellow river of
situation that occurred 20 years
ago. We are addressing an "experi- people ebbed its way past familiar
ment in genocide" that began only buildings, once friendly spots, and
19 short years ago and we stopped eventually over the Mekong River
in January of 1979. that once teemed with fish but now
we pray
What a relief you might say that with the dead and putrifying corpsworldwide denunciation stopped the es of babies, little children and old
family members, the Red Khmei
terror.
sibility."

negotiations between the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. it was an event with
fairly predictable results, yet the
n
nws media in this country
m--

o

from having such discussions be
come normal procedure, and may
only use that channel as a way to
gain some positive media exposure

View From The Edge

The Media and Arms Control

having to actually accom-lis- h
into a news spectacle.
anything.
While the discussions were only Fithout
One of the reasons for the media
about whether or not the two superpowers would actually talk about playing up the event is the fact that
arms control, all three major net- the two governments had not been
work news anchors flew to Geneva in negotiations for over a year.
and did the nightly news broadcast This, though, is no excuse for
from there. In the newspapers and journalists to act as though the
on television commentators were (country has been "saved," when
speaking about the possibility of Italks start up again. The important
peace in our time.
litems are results, and those are up
An event like the discussions in to the two governments.
a
Geneva should have been viewed as I hope the negotiations which will
a normal diplomatic event. The two start later in the year do lead to
sides were simply agreeing to talk good results. If they do, I will be
further. The news media exploited just as ecstatic as most other
'
""5
the event, as they so often do, in people
but until then, I am not
order to gain viewership. I'm not going to overstate the facts.
saying that peple should not be
interested in what is going on in
arms control, but when an event is
purged the city of all its books
of built up the way these talks have
all written and recorded matter. been, false hopes and ideas are
They also gathered all the money created.
they could find and burned that,
too. This constituted a part of their
master plan. These communists
that every Boy Scout should own
wanted to erase the Cambodian
lone.
BY WARREN HEDGES
intelligentsia as they posed a threat
In German, the word for "travel" Alas, my poor Herbie has only
to their plans as they might rebel
one shortcoming, and that is he is
against the lunacy of Pol Pot and is to "fahrt," which is appropriate Composed
of polyester. If nothing
his equally bloodthirsty hounds. because in Europe the process is
to Europe (or the east
a
trip
else,
pamful,
embarrassing,
and
often
Cambodia had entered into a period
Icoast) is necessary to inform the
of fanaticism. By 1980, the death excruciatingly drawn out. Never
evils of
toll was estimated at one million, theless, if I may be so presump Imidwesterner as to the England,
or, in other words, approximately tuous as to beg the readers' careful wearing this material. In
h
of Cambodia's original attention, I shall endeavor to do as Charles the First is said to have
population. It is sometimes said Twain did before me and show "not been beheaded for it. Modern Ro
but mans claim that it was its rise in
that "one death is a tragedy, one what one ought to see abroad,
(popularity among early Christians
sn
mpler
sees
one
what
in
abroad."
million a statistic." The fact is that
terms this means cultural imperial- (a tradition which has been handed
one million tragedies occurred.
at its finest and with a venge down to modern day evangelicals)
"In Murder of a Gentle Land'' the ism
ance.
If my enlightened readers that so motivated Nero to throw
exodus is further illustrated. "Alof
though not everybody personally will be so kind as to sit back and them to the lions for the pleasure
witnessed the executions, virtually enjoy the show, I do not consider it watching them inshred it to pieces.
Paris that it was
everybody saw the consequences of overly bold to venture that by the Rumor has it
polyester by the
adoption
of
the
most
them
semester
of
end
of
the
them in the form of the corpses of
the
men, women and children rapidly will be prepared to "fahrt" around middle classes that sparked view
bloating and rotting in the hot sun. almost anywhere, and with conn revolution, and the Germans
their defeat in the first World War
The bodies sometimes grotesquely dence.
as divine retribution for the inven
contorted in agony, yielding a naution of the substance.
seating, pervasive stench, and they
Never mind that Herbert's po
had a transfiguring effect on the
is more durable than cotton,
lyester
hundreds of thousands of people
has a more pleasmg shimmer and
being exiled. Almost overnight,
greater testile strength, is capable
Phnom Penh residents, who had
lof more frequent washings, has a
been known for their gaiety, their
lower escape velocity, is in possesuninhibited curiosity and friendlision of a more intricate array of
ness, became a silent, cowed herd
pocket watches, can
rhinestones,
fearful of speaking to one another
topeners, and fancy stitches, ana
or doing anything which might
Travels in Europe
can be used as a parachute to nee
single them out for the attention of
With Herbert the Robe
Ifrom burning buildings. Herbert
'
Angka."
The Hitchikers Guide to the Uni could be an active deterrent to
This was the grim, utterly inconverse considers it essential that one nuclear warfare and still they
ceivable scene that just ended for always bring along a towel on p ie would damn Herbert for his silicon
the most part. But the agony has travels, but I have found it infinite-- ) ancestry. Europeans place polynot stopped. The suffering contin- ly more useful to have a well mers in
the same category as rate,
ues everyday in Kampuchea as constructed bathrobe, wmcn iuums lice, chimney
sweeps, European
Cambodia is now called since Vietevery function a towel might aspire cockroaches, European garbage
nam claimed power. But the Viet- to and more. Herbert, a dark blue
misand Pershing II
namese can hardly manage their Marx brothers creation of mine, collectors,
siles.
own economy, least of all another has served not only to dry my skin Therefore, my first solid, well- country's.
many a time, but has also pulled prepared, and above all organic
Cambodia is a country that has duty as a blanket, pillow, smoking jewel
of wisdom to offer to those
suffered irreparable losses. It jacket in cold hotels and dormito traveling
either abroad or to our
seems striking that in a time when ries, has often covered my naxea own
country's eastern sea
communication has reached such a ness en route to and from distant board,dear
to bring a bathrobe. And
is
point of great sophistication the showers, has also toted bushels of unless you are prepared to put up
screams for help never penetrated laundry, and finally, often consents with harassment, derision, child
the borders of that country or ours. to stretch himself between a tree
Voodoo, death threats,
Surely, it is vital to criticize a and my backpack when I am in killings,
and native rebeldisgust
general
country like South Africa, and try need of shade for one of my fre
a
buy
robe
made of wool,
lions
to help that oppressed people. But I quent naps. At the risk of offending buy one made of hemp,
flax, sasyou
question:
one
with
Where
g
leave
Hitchhiker cult safras, tree bark, or some other
the
was the publicity on the Cambodian
whose constituency is now said to natural substance, but by all means
bloodbath of the seventies? If peo rival that of the Vatican
I will
the cardinal sin and general
ple want to protest a country why submit that a good bathrobe is avoid
social
taboo of wearing a synthetic
not choose a more deserving one.
more than a match for a towel, and fabric in public.
.

mm.

Actually, it was a Vietnamese
invasion that deposed of the Pol
Pot regime or Khmer Rouge as it is
commonly called.
On April 17, 1975. Phnom Penh
the capital city of Cambodia fell to
Khmer Rouge insurgents. Within
hours of this invasion, Phnom Penh
was cloaked in white. People wore
white armbands, hoisted white pillow sheets up flag poles, and
draped white covers from windows.
This was to express their acceptance of their new leaders. Cheering
went on to praise the victors. There
was a sense of rejoicing and euphoria in the air. One need not
question their reaction. After all,
they foresaw an end to the tumultuous times in which they had
become wont to lwe.
But as Shakespeare wrote, "Violent delights have violent ends."
The Red Khmer began to pillage
the city. Guns were being fired off
indiscriminately. The terror began.
From that day on for the next three
years and nine months the horror
would continue. The city that once
bustled with life would be raped
and left a dehumanized ruin. Its
population of three million was
quickly routed from the city. The
Khmer Rouge evacuated the entire
city allowing none regardless of
their condition or station, to remain. "Out! Everybody out! Get
out!" They made no distinction
between bedridden and ambulatory
patients, between the convalescing
and the bedridden, between those
waiting surgery and those who had
just undergone surgery. Hundreds
of men, women and children
limped, hobbled and struggled out
of the hospital onto the streets in
weather well over 100 degrees F.
One man carried his son, whose
legs had just been amputated. The
bandages on both stumps were red
with blood and the son who appeared to be about 22. was screaming, "You can't leave me like this!
Kill me! Please kill me!" The
city's population was herded into

ia.
Many people if asked whether
they were aware of what happened
in Cambodia during the seventies
would answer in the negative. That
d
of the
is exactly how
audience at MIT answered after
seeing the Killing Field, a new
release on the notorious bloodbath
of the Pol Pot years, and the true
story of two Times reporters per
sonally involved. Anthony Lewis of
the N.Y. Times writes, "Historical
memory has never been a strong
point in the American character
We look forward, not back. But it
was eerie to find (at MIT) that
Intellectual Americans knew noth
ing at all about events so terrible
events for which
and so recent
the
we as a country bear some respon
one-thir-
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Names Without Words

Faculty Exhibits Art

Senior

By RANDY McCLEARY
Now that the deadly freezing
winds have stopped, calling an end
to Siberia in Wooster week, and the
campus grounds have become as
white as the Ivory tower mentality
held by most students here it is
time to settle down and do some
work.
This is. as you can tell, a column
called Names Without Words, it
will be appearing on a
basis. In this column I shall try to
entertain, inform and startle you. It
will be a journalistic show and tell
of sorts.
Now back to the subject at hand.
winter. As most of you with sense
organs can tell it is winter in
Wooster. all the winter type things
are here, snow, ice. flu. bad tempers etc. The campus would be a
great place to be if I were an ice
skater, but alas, I am not For
some reason most of the sidewalks
in the area have turned into mini
ice rinks. The number of people
that fall to the ground each day is
quite high, only the other Thursday
I saw an elderly woman slip and
fall in the Lowry front parking
area. After this I fell down the
library steps and I have heard
people refer to the steps that are

Challenge 85
BY DONA RICE

As

-

it enters its third year. The

Senior Challenge hopes to outdo its
opponent, the Class of 75 in re
cruitng more donors to the Wooster
Fund.
The Senior Challenge is an effort
on the part of the senior class to
lend financial support to the College, and to spark interest in other
alumni as well. It began with the
class of '83 and each year has'
produced many new donors, as well
as starting seniors off on their
pledges which hopefully they will
continue.
The object of the Challenge is
participation, not dollars, the Senior class challenging the ten year
reunion class to recruit more donors. Senior participation is essential as it sets an excellent example
for other alumni as well as "outsiders," such as major corporations and foundations. And since
outside support is necessary to the
College, the more people directly
involved with the college donate,
the better the outside support will
be. The money raised goes into the
operating fund of the Wooster Fund
which provides unrestricted sup
port of the College s operating

bi-mont- hly

(Left to right) Olson, Kvejcar,
Zurko. Photo by Jennifer Parker.
A faculty exhibit by artists printmaking workshops at the DavGeorge Olson, Joan Krejcar. and enport Art Gallery, and in NovemWalter Zurko is scheduled for The ber 1985 will speak and exhibit his
College of Wooster's MacKenzie art at Mt. Union College.
8. The pubKrejcar, now in her third year as
Gallery Feb.
lic is invited to an opening recep- a College of Wooster faculty member, teaches painting, drawing, detion Monday (Feb. 11) from
sign, and photography. She will
p.m.
Olson, who teaches drawing and exhibit paintings which she deprintmaking at the college, will scribes as representational subject
exhibit plant studies and land- matter with metaphorical content
scapes. His subjects, such as Min- The colorful paintings are in oils.
Krejcar will have a
nesota waterlilies, reflect on summer travels. But columbines from show at Denison University this between Lowry and Holden as
the Olson back yard in Wooster March and at Philadelphia's "The "ramps". The other day (I forget
Painted Bride" Art Gallery in 1986. which one) some good kind people
also appear.
budget each year.
Zurko teaches ceramics, sculp- put salt pellets around on a few
The 1985 Senior Challenge com f. Olson works have appeared on
design
mittee is made up of 25 seniors and College of Wooster publications ture, and
such as the Alumni Magazine and at the college. He will show hand-bui- lt
5 juniors, chaired by Chip
pieces created during the past
The Chairman of the '75 various brochures.
Prints by Olson are on display at year. The images are house-likclass is Ron Wilcox, who leads a
group of only 17. Wilcox had the galleries, including Arnold Klein suggesting human configurations
original idea for the Senior Chal Gallery, Detroit; Don Drumm Stu- and a life of their own.
This month Zurko will have a
lenge so holds a special interest in dios, Akron; Davenport (Iowa) Art
Gallery; and Galesburg (111.) Art show at the Martha Snyder Gallery
seemg his class do well.
The Challenge will culminate in a Center. He also has works on con- in Highland Park (suburban Chicago), 111. He has exhibited at the Tue,Wed,Thurs--9-93- 0
signment in two London galleries.
Senior Challenge Week, April
In June 1984 he had a print in Gillette Frutchey Gallery in Atlanduring which members of the com
mittee will be making personal London's Camden Arts Center as ta, and in a group show at Craft
visits to other members of the part of a portfolio in memory of Alliance Gallery in St Louis. Be- -' Tue,Wcd,ThursIO-IO3- )
Senior class to encourage their Birgit Skiold. His prints and draw- sides these and other exhibits nasupport. Special events for Seniors ings entitled "Collection '85" will tionally, his work has been at the
will also take place during that be at Speed Museum in Louisville, DBR Gallery in Cleveland.
This is Zurko's fourth year on
week, including a film free to Ky.
This summer he will conduct The College of Wooster art faculty.
victory
seniors, and a (hoped-for!- )
'

11-Mar-

ch
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30

one-pers- on

three-dimension-

Corn-stoc-

sidewalks, this solved the problem;
for a while. Funny thing about salt,
it melts ice, something even funnier, melted ice is water, funnier
still, water tends to freeze in the
winter (atleasfin this hemisphere),
and frozen water is ice! Someone's
logic is confused here, maybe it's
mine and I welcome corrections,
but isn't the point of salting sidewalks to get rid of ice?
This whole state of affairs is
representative of the typically human illogical behaviour cycle,
doing "a" to get rid of "b" which
causes "c" which causes "d", and
"d" is equal to "a". Think away
you philosophy students, talk to
some math and science students
and see if this equation makes
sense, it doesn't to me. Maybe
somewhere in there is the answer
to the ultimate questions of life, the
universe and (yes) everything. I
sincerely doubt it Why not just
have the sidewalk people use cinders instead of salt? Cinders would
provide the needed traction and
probably cost less, and they would
certainly cut down on the cost of
lawsuits filed against the college for
unsafe conditions (not that there
have been any, this is a sort of
hyperbole, but there easily could
be quite a few charges of this
brought to the court's attention).
Well, on this poor grammatical
note I end. Spero Meliora.

al

k.

e,

8-- 14,
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CHINESE FOOD FROM CHINA ROYAL
WE DELIVER
orders placed call Ext. 2716
Sun 6 630

orders delivered

Sun

Ext. 2716

ask for Pete!

7730

party.

The amount of the gift is not as
important as participation itself, so
Seniors: do your part, and help
beat the class of '75!

Ainter Honored
Steven A. M inter, a College of
Wooster trustee who is director of
the Cleveland Foundation, has been
named Black Professional of the
Year by the Cleveland Black
Association for his accomplishments in social service, education and civic affairs.
Profe-siona-

ls

M inter received the award Friday night in Cleveland.
M inter joined the Wooster board
of trustees in 1978. He presently is
chairman of the board's admission
policy committee and serves on the
development and executive committees.
In 1969, Minter became the
youngest and first black director of
the Cuyahoga County Welfare Derailment. After one year, he was
chosen to become commissioner of
oublic welfare for Massachusetts.
He worked as commissioner for
five years administering public assistance, medical assistance, child
welfare and social service programs for more than 750,000 people

j
Trustee Steven Minter
named director of the foundation in
1979.

Minter took a leave of absence
the foundation in 1980 to
accept an appointment from President Carter as an undersecretary
in the new U.S. Department of
Education. He was appointed national commissioner for the International Year of the Child by Mr.
Carter.
A native of Akron, Minter earned
his bachelor's degree in education
at BaldwinnWallace College and his
monthly.
Minter and his wife and three master's degree in social adminischildren moved back to Cleveland tration from Case Western Reserve
where he accepted a position at the University's School of Applied SoCleveland Foundation. He was cial Sciences.
from

wAfCfl

will be mostly cloudy, breezy
It
snow flurries likely today and a

and cold, with
high of 15 to 20u
Tonight should be variably cloudy and cold with. a
chance of snow flurries and a low of 2 to 7. The,,
weekend weather is shaping up well for those who
wish to ski. Other than a slight chance of snow
flurries on Saturday, the weekend weather should
be fair with partly cloudy skies prevailing both
days. Highs will range from 18 to 23
and Sunday with lows both mornings of 2 to 7.
TRIVIA: Did" you know, that you can tune in at noon
anrf SrlS w wpHav. on WCTWS to WPrtz'fl Wpathftr?
.

on-Saturda-
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Successful Urban Program
BY PATRICIA BAUERLE

Women's Studies major Debby living in a different part of the
Lewis and Urban Studies majors country.
Betty Title and Kate Laskey particThe program included 30 hours
ipated in the Portland Urban Se- working as an intern as a specific
mester program this oast year.
area of interest, a field seminar on
The three juniors chose to partic computers, research in the city and
tpaie in tne program tor various including visits to neighborhood
reasons. Lewis wanted to find an committees, and an optional reintern position "out west" Title search paper. Each student recev- and Laskey, required to complete led two credits for the intern and
an urban semester for their ma- one credit for the seminar. Laskey
jors, chose the Portland program and Lewis also received one credit
for its fine reputation of being
for the research paper on a policy
and for the experience of issue related to their jobs. Title
used the time to play soccer in

;

women's league and

on a

Page 5

co-e-

d

if

volleybal

n f:

team.
Arriving in Portland on August
28, they engaged in apartment
nunting, group interviews, and trial
periods on various programs. If
the trial programs satisfied the
needs and abilities of the student,
then that would be hisher intern,
but if the program did not work
out, the student was free to try
another.
bureau-buildin-

g,

Lewis worked with a social service for teenage parents called "Insights." She visited the hospital,
made home visits, and did some
informal counseling, stressing
self-hel-

-

1
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Example of art work presented by the Native American Art
Exhibit

Arnold Presents

"Anna!"

Native American Art Exhibit
By ANGELA ADAMS
AND KITTY ZUHKO
The College of Wooster Art Museum opens its Spring semester
schedule with two exhibitions iof
contemporary Native American art
featured simultaneously in the upper and lower galleries of Frick
Museum. The two very different
exhibitions clearly illustrate two
distinct currents in art produced by
Native Americans today.
Native American Indians of the
Plains in the lower gallery features
Morning Star quilts and ceremonial
objects and figures from the collection of Florence A. Pulford, noted
authority and collector of the tradi
tional art of the Plains Indians.
Each quilt is individually crafted
with the emphasis placed-othe
personal expression of the artist
through the use of vibrant color
and design. The artists are women
of the Assiniboin. Ciros ventre,
Mandan Hidastsa. Sioux and Creel
tribes who live on reservations in
Montana and the Dakotas. The
ceremonial objects and figures are
d
and are examples
also

nino-minn- to

"Ghost-Dances-

1

al

n
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Internationalist

hand-crafte-

of items used still in practices of

the Plains Indians.
Four Native American Painters
in the upper gallery, as a contrast,
is a sampling of the changes that
Native American art has undergone in recent times. The shift
from what is considered a traditional, historical style to a modern
ist approach is quite logical in the
sense that the work is no longer
meant to serve a strictly tribal
purpose
but is an attempt by
contemporary artists to connect
with a larger audience. The paintings in this exhibit by George
Longfish, Peter Jemison, Juane
Quick-to-Se- e
and Kay Walking
Stick blend contemporary and historical imagery with an obviously
personal form of
The official opening for these two
exhibitions is slated for Wednesday, February 13, when Florence
A. Pulford will speak on her collection at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer Auditorium with a reception at the Art
Museum immediately following the
lecture. All are invited to attend.
self-expressio-

n.

Dance Concert
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e,
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The internship experience
with this program has encouraged
her to seek a graduate degree in
social service.
Title's internship involved work
ing for the city commissioner, a
member of city council. She
worked on several different
projects. She tagged 200 of 300
illegal billboards which were in
violation of local zoning laws. An
"Existing in nowhere landscapes, artists Mary Lucier (of New York other project included new developthese individuals attempt to con- City) and Jud Yalkut (of Dayton) ments within the city, where she
ceal their passions beneath thick ana poet Alien oinsDurg.
worked on the central city plan, a
vibrant layers of color while haunt
Anna followed her colorful and 2V4 year program which promotes
ing eyes reveal loneliness and fear emotional instincts while building jobs.
ana voices lie trapped behind scar- on video ideas and, without the Through her internship. Title
let lips
will they ever scream?
assistance of grant monies, she learned about the complex
orgaAnna began her life in Cleveland, researched, wrote, videotaped, ed- nization of the legislative body. "I
Ohio in 1960 and pursued her study ited and Derformed in
learned about city government.
of art from 1978 to 1983 at the
"
pieces. The com how political things are," said Title.
Cleveland Institute of Art- - While pleted tape was so impressive at Feopie are throwing a lot of
painting and drawing were (and the Institute that upon graduation money in just for a good name."
still are) influential got bored with in May 1983. Anna won falonv with Title also learned that whatever
dabbing and scribbling. "I felt as if her BFA degree in video and draw- she decides to do in life, she will
I had so much to say, but so little ing) a traveling scholarship for her not become a politician because
time to get the message out! I work.
they're just playing with people's
wanted things to move!". In 1981, Anna would like tn think nf hw minas.
video art became extremely attrac- audiences as those who are "conLaskey worked for the Columbia
tive to her and she studied it under cerned with perceptions and long- Kiver Inter-tribFish Com mis
Cecelia Condit, an internationally ings of contemoorarv vnuncr nennle sion, a program that focuses on the
known video artist who heads the Today, there is an alienation from fishing rights of the American Indi
video production program at the bur inner selves. I am trying to ans. She helped to interpret what
Institute. During the course of 3 KnCOUrase oeoole to brinff cniritiinl the treaties say. This project in
years in the videophotography de- asston and soul back into their cluded traveling to Seattle to cam
partment, Anna's work was greatly ves."
paign for three days against i
influenced by the visits of video
movement in Seattle which. at
tempted to take away the rights of
the American Indians. In Seattle,
Laskey initiated phone calls and
distributed literature.
She also worked on the treaties
between the United States and Can
By JENNIFER SIMMONS
King james Version of the Holy ada on fishing rights, how many
"I am convinced that we must Bible (Mark 12:41-44I hope that fish each country may remove
train not only the head, but the you will consider the content, rath-hea- rt from the lakes. Most of the workers
on the project were attorneys and
and hand as well."
sr than the source.
Dioiogists. She was amazed at the
amount of knowledge that the biolo
"This Is Our China" treasury, and beheld how the
gists had to know about the life
The Internationalist this week
cast money into the trea
cycles of the various fish required
takes on a different tone. I came people
many that were rich
sury:
in order to resolve the dispute.
across this quote over Christmas cast inand
And there came a
Laskey also spent three days on
break and found it to be meaning certian much.
poor
widow, and she
an Indian reservation and listened
upon
ful. I wish to expound
its idea threw in two mites, which
make
to speakers for various minority
by illustrating one specific case of
farthing. And he called unto
groups. "I could see the struggle
using the heart, something which
him his disciples, and saith unto
that they constantly had," said
we can ?'! benefit from.
them. "Verily I say unto you,
Laskey who has now set a career
You are undoubtedly aware of (That
this poor widow hath cast
goal
to work with minorities, hu
Ethiopia,
in
situation
famine
the
more in, than all they which
man rights, and the underprivi
but how well do you understand the have
cast into the treasury: For
leged.
implcations of the famine? Fur
they did cast in of their
As a three-somthe students
thermore, what have you done all
she of her want
abundance;
but
literally
lived like "bums" for the
your
likely
about it? More than
cast in all that she had, even
first weekend in November
contribution to the resolution of this did
au her living.
Through teamwork Laskey and
crisis has been relatively small
Lewis managed to earn $1.50 by
hope
inspira
an
has
I
this
been
Of
spiritual.
purely
in some cases
course, we're just a bunch of poor tion to you. We are all guilty of this begging. "But I felt guilty, not
person," said Las
college students. We're exempt affliction of materialism; it is i being a street young,
key.
so
"Being
urge
only
it looked like
part
upbringing.
I
of
our
responsibilities,
right?
from such
We can hardly find the $10,500 for you to remember that feeling sorry we were kicked out of the house." As women, we stuck, out." said
tuition, much less give $5 to starv for someone does not improve their
Title.
The students explained that
action
Affirmative
situation.
Ethiopia.
ing people in
since the homeless people living on
I'm going to tell you a little story whether great or small, is the only the
. streets of Portland were a
now. For lack of a generic source. I solution. To train your head is
they- - knew that
have, taken this excerpt from the start, but until the heart and handJ small community,
the students- - were outsiders but "no
follow, there can be no gains.
one will bother you unless you
cause trouble." said Title. Continued on Page 8
well-organiz- ed
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On Sunday, Feb. 24, the Wooster
community is invited to attend a
Dance Concert which will undoubt
edly be different from any pre
viously attended dance concerts,
Rather than being held in Freed
lander Theatre, as was the last one,
this production will be performed
in the TV Studio in Wishart It will
be more of a relaxed, contempo
rary atmospnere than a formal
Dance Concert, with the audience
in the same space and on the same
level as tne dancers. The audience
will be seated either on cushions on
the floor or on seats set up around
the studio. There will be no "backstage"; therefore lighting, sound,
etc. will all be exposed. This situation is conducive to more experimental ideas and dances. Director
Kim Tritt says that there will be
"no secrets kept"
j

.

Another unique characteristic

about the upcoming concert is that
it will be completely choreographed
and performed by students. In addition, the dancers arc responsible
for their own- - costumes and basic
lighting. Also unusual is that the
dancerr do not have to go through
auditions for this concert The choreographers have worked with Kim
on their ideas and receive feedback
from her. but no formal tryouts will

be held. As Tritt stated, this gives a
aw
u
0vm
vuui tvgi m
phers to "display their stuff without having to undergo the doubts
and pressures of strict auditions. In
this way they can begin building to
wore their way up to other concerts. The dancers look to Kim for
guidance, but basically have plenty
of freedom to do as they like on
their own pieces.
Some of the people who have
been hard at work these past five
weeks are Kathleen Baker, Jill
Tuennerman and Carrie Meggin-sowho are choreographing group
dances. Cara Marcy and Tracy
ww

n,

Kotouch, David Thompson and

Charlie Lichtenwalner, and Nancy
Deghener and Diane Cameron will
be
dances. Barbara Curran, a senior, will be
choreographing a solo dance to a
Rachmaninoff concerto which she
will also be using as her audition
for graduate school in dance. Much
time and energy will be put into
this special production, which will
certainly be an entertaining display
of talents
Seating will be limited so reserve
tickets, early.. There will be two
performances on the 24th
at 2
p.m. and 7 p.m. .Mark your calendars now and be sure to attend!
co-choreograph-

ing
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S. G.A.
DIGEST

Sarah Kotchen: Secretary SGA.
Box 2078. Extension 2730.
wed.
Office hours: Mon.
3-- 5.

3-- 5;

Jndv Enelish: Treasurer SGA,
Box 1575. Extension 2682.
Tues.
Office hours: Mon.
Sue Friedman: FAC SGA. Box
1-- 3.

1-- Z;

Student Government Association,
General Assembly, Feb. 3, 7:30
p.m.
Approved: Sem. II fund request
recommendations. General fund
amount, $5,344.32; total amount requested, 114,009.71; no. organizations requestingreceiving funds

1

Student Government Association,
General Assembly, Jan. 28.
Discussed: Sport Team Pep Ral-

-

ly. SGA Constitution revision committee report, Holden Hall District
report. Approved: Judicial Board,

L

--

-

7

y"

Faculty Committee, Trustee Committee, potpourri editorship, new
peoples directory editorship. Applications dates prior to spring break.
Transportation, tickets for spring
TTh.
break, sold SGA office,
The Student Government Association has begun its second semester. Students wishing to voice concerns or ideas are welcome to
attend meetings each Monday night
at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty lounge.
Cabinet Members
Julie Ferguson, President SGA,
Box 1614, Extension 2682.
Office hours: Tues.
Friday afternoons
Thurs.
1--

,!fJ

3

9:30-11:3- 0;

11-12:3-

ZJ

around

0;

1:30-4-

.

Julie Rice: Vice President SGA,
Box 2615, Extension 2700.
Tues. 12- Office hours: Mon. 12-3;

1.

Basie Orchestra
To Hit Wooster

Jump, early in his career and it
BY RANDY McCEARY
Saturday. Feb. 16 jazz fans and has been played at all of his
enthusiasts will be treated to a concerts since. It was even played
musical feast from the Count Basie in the move Blazing Saddles.
Unfortunately the Count died reOrchestra and the Wooster Jazz
cently. His death followed a stroke
Ensemble.
Unless you've spent most of your that left him in a wheelchair. For
life with your head in a bucket the his last series of concerts he had to
Count Basie Orchestra needs no be wheeled onto stage. The Basie
by
introduction. If you have just re- Orchestra is currently being ledBas-ie's
cently removed your head from a Freddie Green. Green Joined
organization in 1937, before
bucket here is a little information
about them. Count Basie was born Basie was dubbed "Count." He has
in Red Bank. N.J. in 1904; he proved to be one of the most
started his musical career at a influential jazz guitarists, playing a
young age playing the drums. He low key quiet rhythmic sound; he is
later switched to the piano. It was always felt but not heard. The
with this instrument that his genius Green "solo" act in which he and
grew. During the 1920s and '30's he Basie toyed with the audience's
played for various bands under his sensibilities in a humorous fashion
has been repeated many times and
real name. Bill Basie.
In 1938 he was dubbed "The has never failed to please an audiCount" while playing at the Reno ence.
Also with the Orchestra on the
Club in Kansas City. Mo. From that
time on Basie and his band have 16th will be Eric Dixon, a well
played an important part in the known tenor sax man and flautist
d
jazz. Basie wrote who is the musical director, and
world of
his theme song. The One O'Clock vocalist Carmen Bradford.
big-ban-

in bio
I SitconcenfoAt
on

fto

mivci

he

Tnurs.

Z;

Mark Haney: P.R. SGA, Box
Extension 2647.
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John Fernandez: S.C. SGA, Box
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ACTS
Veteran
LASCRUCES. N.M.
comedian Bob Hope continues his
full suDoort of the American Colle
giate Talent Showcase (ACTS) with
the announcement that he will neip
judge the new comedy writing divi
sion in the Ada production mis
soring.
Hope, who will host a Public

Broadcasting Service (PBS) spe
cial in February featuring past
ACTS winners and finalists, has
agreed to assemble a group of
comedy writers and producers to
help him ludge the division.
ACTS, which brings together
some of the top collegiate talent in
the country with professionals from
the entertainment industry, is now
in its fourth year of encourging
young talent. The ACTS program
includes such performing categor "Star Search."
Additional information and offiies as dance, areas of classical and
contemporary music, theater, song cial ACTS entry forms may be
writing and comedy composition received from: The American Collegiate Talent Showcase, Box
and variety.
Hope's PBS special will feature 3ACT, New Mexico State Universisuch ACTS alumni as songwriter ty. Las Cruces. NM 88003, (505)
Seth Swirsky, opera singer Kim

wanders irtrtWpcrf

ten

Bach

Scott Nicholson: C.c. unairper- son, Box 2417, Extension 2662.
wea. Church.
Office hours: Tues. 9:30-l- i;
Thurs.
Russell has presented organ reBeth Ryan: C.C., Box 2661. ex citals throughout New England,
tension 2717.
having performed at the
Wed.
Office hours: Tues.
Museum of Harvard UniDiane Weisz: C.C., box 3023, Ex versity, at Middlebury College, and
tension 2730.
on the summer series at Methuen
Office Hours: Tues.
Memorial Music Hall in MassachuMon.
Thurs.
setts. In addition, he has been a
Doue Hart: SAB Chairperson, recitalist at the New England reBox 1811, Extension
gional convention of the American
Financial Affairs com- Guild of Organists.
FAC
mittee.
Currently he is a member of the
Public Relations.
PS
Cleveland chapter of the Guild and
Social Concerns.
SC
has served as a judge in that
Student Services & chapter's regional competition for
SS & SP
Special Projects.
the National Open Competition in
Campus council.
CC
Organ Playing.
SAB
Student Activities Board.
RusDuring a sabbatical 1982-8advanced studies in
sell
The SGA Is an organisation organpursued
and choral conductformed by students for students. ing at playing
Clare Colleges of
and
King's
The only way that we can be Cambridge University
in England.
effective in representing you is if
Dunnett is currently organist and
you take the initiative to inform us
music director at Westminster
about your concerns.
Presbyterian Church. A native of
England, he earned his music deAllman, and comedianventriloqu- gree from Cambridge University
ist Jeff Dunham. Swirsky is serving and the Royal Academy of Music.
as the publishing manager of Chap-pe- ll Dunnett will return to England this
Music, a division of Polygram summer.
Records. Allman recently toured
THXX
Italy with a sixty piece orchestra
and signed with the Los Angeles
Opera Theater. Dunham, who was
featured on a Home Box Office
(HBO) Campus Comedy Special,
recently signed with the William
Morris Agency and toured with
"Sugar Babies" starring Mickey
Rooney.
?wwiom
Along with the PBS special, the
American Collegiate Talent Show- !
case offers many of its contestants
scholarships, overseas ours, audi;
;,-;rtions from major talent agencies
showlive
companies,
and record
cases in the top night clubs across
the country and now an audition for

53? x&df tb'TK cKoic

1-1- -3

I cnl
or bee .

12--

12-- 2.

The College of Wooster's

Festival continues with an organ
recital Feb. 10 at First Presbyteri
an Church, at the corner of College
and East Bowman. Performing at
the 4 p.m. event will be John
Russell and David Dunnett. The
public is invited to attend free of
charge.
.prelThe program will include
ude and Fugue in C Major;" three
settings of "Come Now. Savior of
the World"'; "Trio Sonata V in C
Major": "Deck Theyself, My Soul.
With Gladness"; and "Passacaglia
and Fugue in C Minor."
Russell joined The College of
Wooster music faculty in 1974. He
teaches organ and music theory,
and is director of the Wooster
Chorus. He also serves as director
of music at First Presbyterian

3,

'The Late Count Basie.

fls

1663,

28.
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Extension 2702.
Office hours: Tues.
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tified SALT II agreement and ABM

NEWS DIGEST
COMPILED BY

E. H. HEFFELFINGEK
Kingdom has more money invested
against the magazine by
Monday 21 January " ...
While fleeing to a promised Defense Minister Sharon. Although there than the U.S.
The space shuttle Discovery
home in Israel, 1800 Ethiopian Jews the jury did find that certain parts
Space Center
died in the Sudan desert. Israel's of the article were defamatory, the landed at Kennedycompleting
a sesecret airlift. Operation Moses, was article was written without mali- after successfully
deto
used
mission
military
cret
cious
intent.
halted January 6 after it was dis
spy
a
ploy
satellite.
Discovery
space
shuttle
The
closed that 7,000 Ethiopian Jews
After 40 years, a special group
had already been airlifted to es blasted off on the first all military
survivor returned to
Auschwitz
a
of
discharge
to
space
mission
secret
cape the famine.
dollar satelite that can the camp. These survivors were
Communist and
used as guinea pigs by Nazi Doctor
nist rebels' attacked Vietnamese! spy on Africa, Europe and the
inis
Josef Mengeie. More survivors are
Pentagon
The
Union.
Soviet
forces in an attempt to halt an
expected to appear before a public
vestigating the source of the leak.
expected offensive. Twenty-thoutribunal in Jerusalem on February
claimed
Reagan,
President
to
for
fled
refugees
Thailand
sand
Li;
to spur the search for Mengeie
a
and
PLO
joined
the
has
Iran
shelter.
who is thought to be hiding in
Israel began the first stage of in aiding Nicaragua and told a
Paraguay.
its unilateral 3 phase plan to end kiouo of Western Hemisphere
Tuesday
29 January
u.a.
involvement
its occupation of Lebanon after two bation leaders that
Edwin Meese nomination as
years.
in Nicaragua is an act of 'self
Attorney General was once again
Tuesday 22 January
defense. He said that Iran's
held up due to an ethics committee
new
causing
a
Reagan's inaugural address intervention is
staff report that concluded Meese
urged a continuation of bis policies danger' in the region.
The World Court said it will violated federal ethical standards
such as a constitutional amend- Juidciary Com
ment mandating a balanced budget ignore the U.S. boycott ot mcara- - in two instances. Strom
Thurmond
Chairman
mittee
lguas
case.
in
the
proceed
suit and
defense system
and an
U.S. Eth
to make offensive nuclear arms The court set an April deadline tor summoned David Martin,
appear
to
at Senate
chief,
Office
ics
in
present
case
to
it's
-N
icaragua
obsolete.
India arrested five unnamed writing and a May si deadline ior hearings.
President Reagan has assured
federal employees on suspicion of the U.S. to present a defense.
Defense Minister Yitzhak
Israel
Giovan
Italy
Minister
Defense
espionage. U.S. Farmers rallied in
increased military aid.
of
ReaRabin
Spadolini
President
assured
St Paul and Chicago to demand a ni
Reagan will probably ask Congress
moratorium on farm foreclosures gan that Italy would deploy nuclear
billion dollars in
until food prices rebound and a missiles to counter a similar soviet-b- for 1.8
grants for fiscal 1986.
loc
arsenal. Spadolini said the
floor under farm product prices.
Iraq launcned a
Israel urged Lebanon to coop- deployment is essential to the suc- offensive
against Iran at a southern
arms
talks.
cess
of
of
orderly
transfer
erate in the
d
near Basra.
war
front
off
broke
and
Israel
Lebanon
territory in order to prevent vio
Iraq's
first
invovled
in
were
troop
talks on coordinating Israel's
lence as Israeli troops withdraw.
held vigils in pullout from Lebanon and did not cross border attack in almost three
at least 18 states in support of the schedule another sesion. Botn sides years.
Frederick v. uouiday, Cleve
Supreme Court ruling that legalized seem unwilling to compromise
first black school superinland's
Italy
criminal
war
Nazi
freed
past
ago.
years
12
abortion
In the
committed suicide over
S
tendent
Reder
Major
Walter
and
year, 30 attacks have occured on
weekend at 58.
abortion clinics .thoughput the,na from prison after he served nearly the
40 years of a life term for the Wednesday 30 January
S'.
tion- ...
':..r
The Soviet Union introduced a
World War II m orders of 1,830
22 January
treaty
at the 35 nation Stockholm
village.
The
an
Italian
in
President Reagan told 70,000 civilians
conference that
disarmament
endorsed
Church
Catholic
Roman
Pro-lif- e
Washing
in
demonstrators
to refrain
nations
would
commit
ges
a
humanitarian
move
as
the
support
He
ton that they had his
convenuse
to
being
first
the
from
very
to
be
believed
is
Reder
ture.
urzed them not to use violence as a
U.S.
The
arms.
or
nuclear
tional
means to end "the terrible national ilL
to discuss the
refused
and
allies
its
January
Saturday
22
tragedy of abortion."
Iranian Prime Minister Mir treaty.
The Navy launched a Trident
The Senate voted 95--0 to conMousaui denied the Rea
Hossein
begin
sea
is
to
that
submarine
James Baker as Secretay of
firm
gan
charges
that
administrations
24
nuclear
trials this fall with
Treasury.
Baker, Reagan's Chief of
supporting
Nicara
militarily
is
he
missile launchers. The trials will be
Staff, will trade jobs with Donald
in violation of the 1979 SALT H gua's Sandinista government
Congress and Defense Secre- Regan.
accord with the Soviet Union. OffiThe FDA approved an oral
still
cials in the Defense and State tary Caspar Weinberger are
of defense form of acyclovir, a drug used in
departments are treating the ques- debating the future argues
that the treatment of genital herpes.
tion of compliance with the treaty spending. Weinberger
Although not a cure, the drug can
defense
cut
to
want
who
those
rather ambiguously.
significantly curb the recurrence
senational
Nicaragua is granting general spending will weaken
of viral outbreaks.
amnesty for rebels and rebel lead- curity. His opponents argue that and severity
prosecutor demanded
A
Polish
cut,
spending
is
unless
defense
ers in exchange for their weapons.
sentence
for
death
the
not
be
will
budget reauirements
The amnesty expires July 19.
police Captain Grsegorz Piotiowski
met
Minister
A Polish Interior
Germany will continue to who is charged with the kidnap
General blamed bis subordinates West Pershing
of
II nuclear missiles
Priest's mur- deolov
Hor a
Jerzy
ropieiusixo.
priest
although
missile
of
the
cause
the
der.
accident that killed 3 U.S. soldiers Thursday 28 January resigned
Thursday 24 January
her
Kirkpatrick
Israel has secretly told the and Injured 16 others has not been post Jean
U.N. ambassador to resume
as
determined.
in
12
billion
dollars
U.S. it needs
her academic career as a Professor
economic and military aid in the Sunday 23 January
at Georgetown University. A possiand
the
United
States
The
grants. Conform of
ble successor is Vernon Walters, a
gress is expected to comply with Soviet Union will resume armsa talks
CIA deputy chief.
former
year
more
than
Geneva
after
in
the request
Secretary Caspar
Defense
scheduled
for
talks,
The
West Germany has obtained a of silence.
and Weinberger is considering killing
top secret Soviet directory of March, will cover long rangespace
the AMRAAM (advanced medium-rang- e
plans to acquire embargoed west- medium range missiles and
air to air missile) until it can
weaoons.
ern technology. Moscow expects its
be made more cost efficient The
in
arrived
II
Paul
Pope
John
inforto
agents
gather
intelligence
tne beginning ox a iz project is currently thought to be
mation on computers and electron- - Venezuela for will
take him to Peru costing approximately iu minion
daytbur
that
ics for weaponry.
dollars, more than twice the ex
Union Carbides West Virginia and three other countries. Aitnougn pected
cost
econom
an
in
country
been
has
the
e
isocyan-atmethyl
plant had 28 small
Karami, Prime Minister
Rashid
years,
tne
Venezuela
2
ic
for
crisis
leaks, the same chemical that government spent 10
Lebanon,
has agreed to replace
of
in
million
killed 2,000 in Bhopal, India, in the
with the Labanese
forces
Israeli
Pope's
visit
the
for
preparation
CarAlthough
Union
years.
last 4
Lebanon once
in
Army
southern
January
28
Mondav
bide has taken corrective actions in
withdraws.
Israel
emotional
Despite.
West Virginia, the company failed
feelings and protests, the U.S. Friday 1 February
to notify the Bhopal plant
The Reagan administration
South Africa remain close aland
Friday 25 January
15 to 20 examples of apreleased
was
4.3
billin
dollars
in
trade.
A New York Federal jury lies
parent
violations of
Soviet
countwo
the
decided in favor of Time Inc. in a generated between only
including the unra- accords
United
the
year
and
last
tries
brought
"
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treaty.
Secretary of State Shultz and
Defense Secretary Weinberger
warned Congress that a failure to
continue the nation's defense buildup would reduce the chances of
arms
success in the
talks scheduled, in March. The U.S. won't agree to any
new arms sales in the mideast until
a complete study of U.S. policies in
the area is completed first. This
decision does not affect the economic and military aid agreement
with Iran.
President P.W. Botha told
South African Parliament that he
would free black rights leader Nelson Mandela if he renounced violence. Mandela is a martyr to
blacks for his opposition to
rule.
Saturday 2 February
U.S. archeologists have located a
settlement in the
rain forest of Peru. The city is
believed to date back to approximately 500 A.D. and could possibly
explain the collapse of the Inca
empire in 1530 A.D.
Senator Howard M. Metzen-bauD-called for the total
elimination of Political Action Committees. Metzenbaum believes the
committees, financial contributors
to individual campaigns, are causing corruption within the legislative
process.
Reagan accused the Soviet
Union of constructing an illegal
radar at Krasnoyarsk in Siberia.
Reagan said he plans to proceed
with the arms talks in March.
Sunday 3 February
The manufacturers of Agent
Orange knew of the numerous
health hazards of dioxin, according
to company records. Although the
chemical companies have agreed to
pay 180 million dollars to veterans
who sued, a hearing is scheduled
for Wednesday to decide if these
U.S.-Sovi- et

white-minori-

pre-Inc-

ty

an

m,

O,

documents should be unsealed.
A Tennessee professor has
been awarded 5.1 million dollars
because her daughter, was born
with birth defects due to the mother's use of a contraceptive jelly,
l,
however some experts
feel that the evidence used in the
trail was inconclusive The award
was the first involving a spermicide.
The Mars Investigation Group,
composed of 30 scientists, believe
that a profile discovered on the
surface of Mars indicates the existence of an ancient Martian civilization. The photos sent back from the
planet in 1976 by the Viking spacecraft show a profile resembling an
long and
ape. The figure is
of a mile wide.
Monday 4 February
President Reagan has .sent
Congress a 973.7 billion dollar budget for fiscal 1988. The proposed
Ortho-Gyno-

1-m- ile

three-quarte-

rs

budget calls for increased military
spending and almost 39 billion dollars in domestic cuts. More than a
million students will lose all loans,
grants and campus jobs and no
more than $4,000 will be loaned to
families with incomes of less than
932,000 a year. Reagan also called
halt in housing subsifor a
dies for the poor and elderly. Medicaid will be cut by 1 billion dollars
and Medicare by 4 billion dollars.
The Job Corps, now training 40,000
disadvantaged youths for work, will
be completely cut if the budget is
approved. Increases include 3.7 billion dollars for Star Wars research
and 25 million for development of
an Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle to
be parked in space to repair statel-lite- s.
2-ye- ar

78 people were injured when a
bomb exploded in a crowded Athens' bar frequented by U.S. servicemen. The explosion was the first

7

rannrtaA forrnri ct 'attack affainst
U.S. military personnel in Greece.
Radwel Sitarz, the 16 year old
Polish immigrant who died of cancer after 'concealing his disease:
from his struggling family has been
buried in his home village of" Lagon
in Poland.
1

News Connections
BY E.H. HEFFELFTNGER
Honaio iteagan nas oeen sworn
in for a second term as President
of the United States. The Reagan
administration has accused the So
viet Union of violating arms control
treaties. In the report alleged hu
man rights violations were also
cited. This is nothing new. The U.S.
accused everybody of violating
something sometime.
By reading further, one discovers
that the U.S. Navy is launching a
Trident submarine that will conduct sea trials with 24 nuclear
missile launchers in the fall. Officials in the Defense and State
Departments cannot seem to decide
if this is a violation of the SALT 1 1
accord with the Soviet Union. Many
will argue
officials and hard-linethat the U.S. should break the
treaty if the Soviet Union is, but if
the Soviet Union jumps in front of a
mack truck ...
Returning to Human Rights and
violations concerning them. By
rariin? a hit further, one discovert
that the U.S. is in a very comfortable trade relationship with South
Africa. A $4.3 billion dollar comfortable. The white minority con
trolled government of South Africa
has been violating human right for
how long? Time is hardly the issue.
Apartheid Africa forces its black
to
people to exist as
support an elitist minority of foreign corporations because it is economically profitable. The black mi
nority has no rights, no voting
power, no control over the government no voice and no protection.
United States officials will not impose economic sanctions on South
Africa because they feel that this
rs

sub-citize- ns

would not change the circum
stances, only disrupt the economic
relationship. Anyway, why disrupt
such a promising arrangement for
little things like human rights, racial equality or universal justice?
Concerning the budget proposal
sent to Congress recently. Senator
Metzenbaum summed it up very
nicely. "It's dead on introduction."
Welcome back, Ronny.

.
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Chem. Dept.

Urban

Continued from Page

--

1

such as construction or the obtaining of new pieces of equipment will
be identified and emphasized as
necessary.- The overriding sentiment, however, is that with the "32 by 85" goal
more than achieved, Wooster is
strongly forging ahead toward the
Trustees' expressed goal that the
College "remain independent and
strong, capable of charting its future and sustaining its high stan-

dards."

-

.

C

a

p

i g a

Spending
Continued from Page 8
Under the bill, each candidate for
state executive office, including the
Governor, the Secretary of State,
and the Attorney General, and each
candidate for the Ohio House of
Representatives and the State Senate would be limited to a specific

expenditure amount for their primary and general election campaigns. Any candidate spending
over the specified limit would be
subject to a substantial fine.
' By limiting campaign expendi
tures, I think we will make it easier
for the concerned, the young, the
qualified, and the people of average
means to run for public office. And
we will place our electoral system
securely in the hands of the people
by making the candidates more
accessible and accountable to all of
d
us, not just to the
business and corporate executives

t

m f
e
L
Continued from Page 8
Thurow was listed as one of Time
magazine's "200 Rising Leaders"
in 1974. was a member of the
National Commission on Manpower
Policy and the NAACP Economics
ana
Advisory Council in 1978-7received the Gerald Loeb Award
for best economics writing in 1982.
Georse Galster. professor of eco

Continued from Page 5
The homeless community had
camps" beneath bridges which
they considered their own territory.
Many of the homeless people naa
mental illnesses and were involved
with alcohol. The three students
slept in a shelter for the weekend
and learned how to obtain food
from different missions. They felt
relatively safe since they became
familiar with the city. After their
weekend experience, the students
were featured on a local television
station.
In addition to their internships.
the students also had time to pur
sue some of their other interests.
They traveled to the Oregon coast,
Seattle, and Mount Hood. They
y
went hiking and
skiing. Lewis even went flying over
Mount St Helen in a plane with a
friend.
"It was an enlightening experience," said Title. "We became
aware of problems and how people
actually lived," said Lewis.
Their only complaint was that it
rained most of the time. As a
result, they suggested that the summer would probably be a better
time for the program.

nomics and urban studies at Woos
ter and advisee of Thurow at hit,
suggests that Thurow's main work
has been in the area of "economic
justice and mechanisms by which
inequality is generated in the econ
omy."- - Thurow's DOOKS reiaiea w
this topic are "Poverty and Dis
crimination' (1969), "The impact or
Taxes on the American Economy"
(1971) and "Generating Inequality"

..mm PSgAio co

In addition, he is an active participant in the formation of public
policies. This has taken the form of
books, articles and Congressional
testimony as well as a direct in-

volvement invarious political campaigns. His most notable book on
Societhis issue is "The Zero-Sum

ty"

(1979).

His most recent book, "Dangerus
Currents: The State of Economics," is a critique of the discipline
of economics' that analyzes the
interacting intellectual, social, and
political forces that are governing
the directions of movement within

anniversary of the composer's

the discipline.

annual
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(1975).

The workTsTelnTerformea'Tn"
conjunction with the college's Bach
Festival in celebration oi the 300tn
The Wooster Symphony's

Aiso

9,

cross-countr-

birth.

MABIOGSa

psfsse sausaci
oca
MJ5mOOMANCHOVS

black tweed
coat was stolen at the
feb.2 OAT party with my
My long

I.D.

Please return it , no
: questions asked.
Ted Silverman

Children's Concert is scheduled

Britten's
Feb. 28. The program
"The Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra" and Dukas' 'The sor
will be re
cerer's Apprentice"
and lobbyists.
I firmly believe that this type of peated for the general public
campaign finance legislation is nec- March 3 at 3 p.m.
essary and you can make it hapMELVIN HAKOLA, Baritone
pen. Write your state representaMr. Hakola is no stranger to
urge
and
senator
and
state
tive
audiences. He has sung
Wooster
them to support this legislation. As
a former state representative, I here previously as soloist in
can tell you that elected officials do Brahms' A German Requiem Heand
is
Bach's St. Matthew Passion.
listen to their constituents.
for his work in opera
If you have questions or if you widely known
Theatre and the
need assistance on this or any other with the Lake Erie Company.
He is
Opera
Chatauqua
government
matter, please
state
of Music at the Baldwin-Wallac- e
contact me at the following ad- Professor College
Conservatory of
dress: Secretary of State Sherrod
well-heele-

Brown. 30 'East Broad St., 14th
Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215. "My
telephone number is 614466-5857.

Orchestra
Continued from Page 11
sung with the College Light Opera
of Falmouth and with ttre umo
Light Opera Company in Wooster.
Both Peden and miooio are voice
students of Moore at The College of
Wooster.

was
The "Carmina Burana
completed in 1936 and first performed in Germany in 1937. This is
its first Wooster performance. The
work calls for vast performing
two pianos and extra
forces
percussion, in addition to full orchestra, chorus, and soloists.
The text is taken from a collection of 13th century songs and
poems discovered in a Bavarian
monastery in 1803.
The

first documented

perform-

ance of Bach's "Suite No. 3 in D
Major" was in 1838 in Leipzig with
Felix Mendelssohn conducting. It
was probably composed for the

Collegium Musicum of Leipzig, an
group of talented
music students from the university.
The second movement is one of
Barh's best known instrumental
compositions, having been made
popular in the transcription for
violin and piano known as "Air on

Music.

DEANNA PEDEN, Soprano
Deanna Peden is a Senior Voice
Performance major at The College
of Wooster. She sang the role of
Rosalinda in the College's produc
tion of Die Fledermaus and the role
of Sophie in excerpts from Richard
Strauss's Der Rosenkavalier at the
last Wooster Symphony Concert
During the last two summers, she
has sung leading roles with the
College Light Opera Company at
Falmouth, Mass. In November, she
won first place in the Senior Wom-- I
en's Division of the National Asso-ciation of Teachers of Singing Re-- j
gional Student Auditions.
4

The following are winners of
the Fall Photography Contest:
Andy 'Horning, first prize:
Jamie Haskins, second prize:
Chong Ong. third prize.

OOMMT KflOSS'IT!
WOOSTER SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER CONCERT CHOIR
DALE
OORE,

COWtor

Clelvin Haliola, Baritone

Deanna Peden, Soprano

Salvatore Midolo, Tenor
FREE TO STUDENTS AND

COLLEGE COMMUNITY

extra-curricul- ar

the

G

String."

SATURDAY,
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New Staff
WRC
in
Resource Center is

Stereo comes to WCWS

New Chairpersons
After a weekend of interviews
and deliberation, the Student Activities Board has chosen a record 15
..Committee Chairpersons.
The Chairpersons, who are
of SAB's 12 committees,
spearhead the organixations programming activities. Each chairperson oversees a number of other
volunteers called committee members who provide vital new concepts for their committee. Chairperson responsibilities also include
locating and attracting major campus events, such as Ichabod's
bands, guest speakers, spotyght
showcases or the weekend's firms,
to name only a few.
The organization, which usfjd to
have only 12 committee chairpersons has grown by three people in
the last two years. With the increasing number of events, both
films and Public Relations Committee have divided the responsibilities
among two chairpersons.
The Committee members, to
"whom the organization is forever
indebted, have also increased in
number over the past two years.
This year's recruitment was very
successful at bringing in new peoin-char-

ge

ple- .

There is. however, always room
for more people on eaeh of the
Board's 12 committees. New volun- teers are encouraged to visit the
SAB office in Lowry Center's base
ment or the Directors Office at the
end of the art wall. Each committee offers a variety of tasks that
provide entertainment as wen as
valuable skills. If you think you
might like to join one of the
Board's committees, or are not
sure, but want to learn more, just
pick up one of SAB's brochures at
Lowry s Front Desk.
This year's committee chairpeo- ple are pictured above.

Committee! and Chairpersons

Names
Chairperson, Laurie Campbell
Art, Margo Scruggs
Black Forum, Priscilla Cooper
College Bowl, John Fanselow
Films, Jennifer Parker
Films, Ralph Youngen
Musical Entertainment, Andy

Douglas

Performing Arts, Chris Jundzilo
Public Relations, Evyan Hetzner
Recruitment
Public Relations, Peter Dancy
Operations
Recreation, Joanna Putney
Short Courses, Cindy Green

Speaker and Topics, Scott Piepho
Special Events, Jeff Moore
Travel, Caroline Delafield

"I, personally, have had a lot of
BY IDA WILLIAMS
people come up to me and say
The Women's
"Going stereo is the most signifi- 'wow! you're in stereo!'", Mau
off to a new start with Joanna Mills
cant change that's happened to this reported.
What the station is waiting for taking the position of Director.
station since we went on the air in
1968," commented Dan Garan, now is a new antenna that will With the new management the
WCWS station manager, about the increase the power and range of Women's Resource Center is going
new stereo capabilities of the Col- the station. "We're planning on through a period of transition and
lege of Wooster radio station. The doing that as soon as the FCC change. During the early years of
station went stereo on Sunday, allows," Garan said. "We have the WRC's existence the Center had
applied to the FCC for permission an image of being an exclusive
January 24th.
This dramatic change was a re- to build the antenna." Garan exgnoup working with an established
amework of feminism. Within the
sult of a number of factors that plained that all petitions of this sort
allowed the quick installation of the must follow certain procedures for past year and a half, the leaders of
the WRC have tried to change its
stereo transmitter and the "over- acceptance.
First the petition must be re- image of exclusivity to. one of
night" transformation. According
openness. The past leaders of the
to Garan, the station did not have viewed by the engineering departto petition for stereo because the ment of the FCC, then it must be WRC, Laura Davis and Cindy NewFCC just recently lowered the re- approved by the legal department comer, did an excellent job of
promoting the WRC as a place to
quirements for stereo broadcast. before it returns to the engineering
This reason, and the discovery of a department for final acceptance. learn about women's issues. The
stereo transmitter by Alonzo Gibbs, According to Garan, the petition is WRC has opened its doors to the
Chief Engineer that would fit into currently at the legal stage and rest of campus.
With this new image, the WRC
the existing WCWS unit was all it "the process is going along as it
should."
has begun to attract a new set of
took.
Another problem for the station individuals. People are now coming
Gibbs found the transmitter in
the trade papers in an advertise- is the equipment "Our equipment to the WRC with an interest in
is anywhere between 16 feminism, but they do not know
ment for $250. The anticipated cost most of
what feminism is all about
of the transmitter and the neces- to 20 years old and in bad need of
sary replacement equipment was repair and replacement ... we're In order to accommodate for this
change the WRC has decided to
86000. Gibbs and Mike Epler from trying to develop a plan for the
WQKT and WWST worked eight future to phase out old equipment start a new series of programs in
It's getting too expensive to order to explore some of the basic
hours on Sunday to install it
Hopefully we can increase ideas of feminism.
"Because we had been anticipat- repair
The first of this series win be
ing the cost to be much more, when the quality of the equipment and at
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at 7 p.m. in
Gibbs found the equipment and the the same time increase the profesFCC lowered requirements, we just sionalism of the staff so we can Lowry Rm. 119. Other regular prowent ahead and got it," Garan provide the listener with the best grams include topics such as Womsaid. "It was just perfect, handed programming we can," Garan en in Graduate School, Women in
Religion and Cultural Difference
Commented.
to you on this silver platter."
According to Mau, programming among Women.
"When I came here as a freshThey strongly encourage people
man," programming director Ken-yo- n shouldn't change much at the sta
to get involved with the WRC.
Man recalled, "stereo was tion as a result of the new equip
centuries away ... last year it was ment. As far as next years plans, Because they are going through a
period of transition, they are look10 years away ... This change I would like to keep it the same ...
but nothing is etched it stone," Mau ing for people with new ideas to
really brings up my confidence."
The new stereo broadcasts have said. "We will expect a lot more help imrpove the WRC. If you have
any questions contact: Joanna
been an "unbelievable boost ... a lout of programmers because listentremendous impaet on listener-ship,- " ers expect a lot more out of us ... Mills, Director; Laura Rickard,
Garan stated. "I didn't ex- Students have just such a unique Programming chair, or Amy Carter or Jennifer Simmons, Publicapect to see the support I got from
Continued on Page 13
tion
people on campus ... I didn't think
response would happen this quickly," he continued.
;
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Stop Runaway Campaign Spending
from rnnninff for office. If a nerson
does not have the financial resources necessarv to launch a com
petitive campaign, then no matter
how good that person may be, be or
she will probably not be considered
as a viable candidate. The need to
raise huge amounts also discourrace for the presidency and all ages young people and people of
Congressional seats, it is estimated average means from embarking on
the campaign trail, even for local
over $1 billion was spent
In just one Ohio Congressional offices, such as school board, townrace, the winning candidate, Ed- ship trustee, and city council.
As a result our electoral system
ward Feighan, spent nearly 8500,-00- 0
no "farm team." like baseball
has
Matwhile the losing candidate,
thew Hatchidorian, spent close to teams do, to develop candidates on
a local level first training and
$750,000!
And if you think that is excessive. preparing them for state and nano
Ohio's state legislative races tional office in the future. Withany
showed the same pattern. Candi- training ground available, is it
dates for the Ohio Senate spent well wonder why we do not produce
over $100,000 and some even better national candidates?
Money does even greater damage
reached an estimated $250,000.
the
There are. of course, many rea- by isolating candidates from
people. Candidates are spending
sons for such big campaign expenditures. Candidates must now rent more and more of their time raise
ing money, time which would betcampaign offices and hire
be devoted to going
staffs and pollsters. Candidates terneighborhoods,
speaking at local
in
political
price
pay
high
a
for
also
advertisements, particularly televi- clubs, or meeting people outside of
sion ads which can cost a few supermarkets and factory gates.
To address the problem of runathousand dollars for one
campaign spending. I have
way
spot
Although we can plainly see why proposed a campaign spending bill
which I
some of this money is being spent, to the General Assembly
way
limiting
go
long
in
think
a
will
we
examine the
it is important that
effect that these big expenditures the influence of money in state
politics.
have on our electoral system.
The need for big money prevents
Continued on Page 8
many bright and qualified people
"Money is the mother's milk of
politics." So the saying goes, and
it's true. The influence of money in
political campaigns is growing by
leaps and bounds.
The amount of money spent just
for November's election is stagger
ing. In federal races, including the
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Highly acclaimed economist and
professor at the Massachusettts Institute of Technology, Lester Thu-rowill address "Can America
Compete in the World Economy?"-a- t
w,

The College of Wooster Tuesday,
Feb. 12.
Thurow will consider what can be
done with the $125 billion trade
deficit and will discuss relative
rates of production in the United

States and other countries.
The lecture is scheduled in the
college's McGaw Chapel at 8 p.m.
The public is invited without
charge. '
Thurow, a native of Montana,
joned MIT in 1968 after graduating

from Williams College in 1960, from
Oxford University in 1962 as a
Rhodes Scholar, and receiving his
doctorate in economics at Harvard
University in 1964.
He was the staff economist for
the President's Council of Economand was
ic Advisers in 1964-6- 5
assistant professor of economics at
Harvard University prior to his
present position.
He was a contributing editor for
served on
Newsweek from 1981-8the editorial board of the New York
Times, and was on the board of

THE WOOSTER INN
264-23-

Ext. 2237
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Only a block away from campus for
a world of difference. Let us pamper
you at affordable prices.
Saturday
11 a.m.
7 a.m.
2 p.m.
11 a.m.
8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Monday
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Breakfast
Dinner.

Sunday
7 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

11

a.m.

8 p.m.

4,

economists for Time magazine.
Thurow has columns in newspapers
such as The New York Times, The
Boston Globe, and The Los Angeles
Times.
Continued on Page 8
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No Problems Here. .

Look at security
and police relations
A

A college campus is different
from a residential neighborhood
and it fits into the city community
in a unique way. I talked with a
few people about how the Wooster
City Police feel about the College of
Wooster.

In an interview with James
Pearce, the Chief of Police in
Wooster, he explained the
between the city and the
college. Chief Pearce said that the
rela-tions-

hp

college is seen as part of the
Wooster community and always
has been. The interaction the police
have with the college is the same
as with the rest of the community.
I asked Chief Pearce about the
extent of the contact the police
have with the college. Pearce stated that the Wooster police have
jurisdiction over the campus and
have the right to go into any dorm
or building for official business but
that the police "normally don't get
involved" with campus problems.
Pearce pointed out that the Wooster police will only get directly
involved when "property or persons" are damaged. I asked Pearce
if student cars on campus caused
any problems and he replied that
they do only to the extent that they
would at the. high school or any
major business. This again he said
was dealt with as any other congested part of town.
I talked with Pearce about the
extent of contact the police have
with the college and the Security
Department in particular. Pearce
said that the police have good
relations with campus security and
they maintain close contact. According to Pearce, "the campus is
not a great problem." The Wooster
police have confidence in the fact

that the campus security has three

trained and sworn police officers
from the police department, according to Pearce, will let campus
security 'look out for the students."
I also talked with Carl Yund,
Chief of Campus Security about the
relationship between the police and
security. Here, too. there were only
good things to say. According to
Yund there is a "good rapport"
between security and the city police, "as good as any community
you'll find." There is a good relationship between security and the
police but Yund pointed out that
security does not contact Wooster
City Police on a regular basis. The
Wooster Police are "in and out of
the security office all the time,"
Yund said, and all radio frequencies between security and the police are the same but there is "far
from a general policy" or calling
the city police on routine campus
problems.
There is only limited contact.
Yund points out that security will
rarely, if ever, contact the Wooster
Police about a campus problem.
Pearce. too. said that the campus
is not a great problem and the
police get officially involved "maybe, not even once
This close contact helps in situations when the city police do get
involved with campus security.
There is. Pearce said, "complete
a-yea-

r."

.
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IT WAS WONDERFUL!'
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GOOD SEATS NOW ON SALE!

The coldest spot on earth is
considered to be Vostok, Antarctica. It holds the record for the
lowest temperature ever recorded
on the surface of this planet, which
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campus.

cooperation" between campus security and the police. Yund said
that if a felony is committed on
campus a report is filed with the
Wooster Police for further investigation and that if the police need
help in any situation they will call
security. Pearce said that sometimes the police will get complaints
from town about loud campus parties but the police will contact
campus security to handle the situation. Yund stated, too, that if
there are any problems in the
dorms security will handle them
through the RA's and the dorm
directors instead of contacting the
police. Calling in the city police,
Yund said, is "rare and only a
last resort." I asked Pearce how
closely the police watch the campus and he said that the campus is
part of different police patrol rones
but there is no specific patrol for
campus.
I interviewed Randy Anderson, a
student at the college and a security officer, and he had a somewhat
different attitude about the relationship between the city police and
campus security. He explained the
status of campus security as being
that of a private police force and
said that there "is always a kind of
antagonism between public and private" police. Anderson has the
feeling that "some Wooster police
but said that
look at us half-sse-d"
this attitude never affects the relationship because "the great majority have respect for us." Anderson,
too, pointed out that at the official
level there is a good relationship
between the police and security and
said that "every time I've needed
the police they've been there."
It appears that there is a rather
informal atmosphere to the contact
between the police and security.
Pearce said that any campus problems are dealt with on a
basis. Yund presented the
same attitude by saying that if
there is a problem he will contact
the police because they are only
a phone call away."
In the interview with Chief
Pearce he pointed out some other
ways in which the police interact
with the campus. He said that the
"majority of the contact with students is service related." Pearce
said that some students have
worked with the Justice Center on
their I.S. projects. He also said that
the crime prevention officer at the
police department helps some of
the clubs and female dorms on
campus with rape clinics.
Pearce is proud of the service
that the police department offers
the campus and finished the interview by offering that "anything we
can do to help just give us a call."

1-5745

By DAN ROZMIAREK
The function of the Wooster City
Police is to enforce the laws in the
Wooster Community. The College
of Wooster is part of the Wooster
community and the Wooster City
Police have jurisdiction over the
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By SHARON KAUFMAN
The comedy ventriloquism team
of Still and Max regaled students at
Mom's Truck Stop last Saturday
night. During the course of three
J
f ia
i
amusea
seis, ilme uuu
y
h"
students with jokes.
Max the puppet's attempts at mind
reading, and fast paced dialogue
completed with good ventriloquism.
Almost any topic was fair territory
as the subject of a quick joke,
anything from the question of how
some of our campus sections are
favorite, a
named to the age-olLowry Center dinner.
Before the show, the team could
be seen walking about at dinner,
getting to know the students and
arouse interest in the show. During
the course of the evening, the
audience became an integral part
of the show. Still and Max drew on
the crowd and their responses for
his material, involving his audience
and becoming at ease himself. Volunteers were accepted for a demon- -- stration of how to be a ventriloqu
ist's puppet and to lead a slightly
timid audience in the chorus of a
The rapport between
performer and viewer made this
event enjoyable as an alternative
Saturday night event.
For those who enjoyed this event,
or those who missed this event but
would like to see the next Spotlight
Showcase, Earth wood will be appearing at Mom's Truck Stop at
8:30 P.M. on Saturday, February
1
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Orchestra
To Perform

Band & Chorus Tour
;

i

'

This year's spring tours will take New York, New Jersey and Massathe Wooster Chorus and the Scott chusetts. The first performance
Symphonic Band northeast and will take them to Pittsburgh, Pa.,
southeast. The tours will take place at the Pittsburgh First Baptist
during spring break.
Church.
March
The Symphonic Band tour will
From March 2 the chorus will
cover parts of Ohio, Kentucky, travel through Pennsylvania to the
Virginia and Maryland. The band, following churches: The Camp Hill
pipers, and dancers, under the Presbyterian Church inCamp Hill,
direction of Nancy Ditmer (music) Pa.; Gettysburg Presbyterian
will start their travels in Ohio at Church in Gettysburg, Pa.; and
the Wyoming Presbyterian Church Wayne Presbyterian Church in
in Cincinnati March9. On Sunday Wayne, Pa.
Wednesday, March 13, the chorus
evening, March 10, they will perform in Middletown at the First will perform in Ridgewood, N.J., at
the West Side Presbyterian Church.
Presbyterian Church.
After a stop in Lexington, Ky., The trek northward begins with a
Monday, March 11, at the Second performance in White Plains, N.Y.,
Presbyterian Church, the band will at the White Plains Presbyterian
head eastward, performing at the Church Friday, March 15. on Sunfollowing churches: Friday, March day, March 17, the chorus will sing
15, the Grace Presbyterian Church
at Trinity Church in Boston, Mass.
in Springfield, Va; Saturday, March
The tour finishes in New York
16, Gaithersburg Presbyterian
with two peformances: at the Park
Church in Gaithersburg, Md.; and Central Presbyterian Church in
Sunday, March 17, Towson Presby- Syracuse, March 18, and March 19
at the First Prebyterian Church in
terian Church in Towson, Md.
The Wooster Chorus, directed by Jamestown.
Connie McFarren (Alumni AdJohn Russell (music) will tour
further north and will give 11 missions) is coordinating both the
performances in Pennsylvania, band and chorus tours.
9--

The Wooster Symphony Orchestra and Wooster Concert Choir,

conducted by Dale Moore, will
present works by J.S. Bach and
Carl Orff Feb. 9 in McGaw Chapel
on The College of Wooster campus.
Tickets for the 8:15 p.m. event are

available at Lowry Center, or may
be purchased at the door.
"
Soloists for Orff's "Carmina
will be baritone Melvin Hako-lsoprano Deanna Peden, and
Bur-ana-

a,

tenor Salvatore Midolo.
Hakola is professor on the faculty
College
of the Baldwin-Wallac- e
Conservatory of Music. He has
soloed with the Cleveland, Akron
and Columbus Orchestras, and is '
widely known for his work in opera
witSnhe Lake Erie Opera Theatre
and the Chatauqua Opera Company. Wooster audiences have heard
him as soloist in Brahms' "German
Requiem" and Bach's "St. Matthew Passion."
Peden, a senior voice performance major from Madison, sang the
role of Rosalind in the college's
production of "Die Fledermaus"
and Sophie in excerpts from Richard Strauss' "Der Rosenkavalier"
at the Wooster Symphony's Oct. 28
concert.
During the past two summers,
Peden has sung leading roles with
the College Light Opera Company
at Falmouth, Mass. In November,
she won first place in the Senior
Women's Division of the National
Association of Teachers of Singing
RegionalStudent Auditions.
lidolo, who is from Cleveland is
a junior voice performance major.
He was Alfred in "Die Fledermaus" and has been soloist with
the Wooster Chorus. He has also
Continued on Page 8
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Performances flowed smoothly,

despite some transitional flaws.

The set, bathed in an eerie blue
light, enhanced the sense of the
alien perspective McGraw wished
to effect. Strong performances by
most of the principle characters,
coupled with equally effective performances of the chorus, gave
show coherence and unity.
Mc-Gra-

Leads Gorman

19

10-1-

and McGraw

Worship, 10:30 A.M.
Every Sunday

Westminster Presbyterian
Church

"the

congregation-in-residenc- e

on campus"

Minister: Barbara Dua
Eicteivsion 23?S, the. Church House

Irresistible Valentine Greetings
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RPP.Inc

v
x
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Dtrvinjv

Cards and Gifts
from
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were particularly strong in their
portrayals. McGaw's solo "We've
Come So Far" was impressive and
touching. A great asset to the show
was the musical score, which was
tuneful and light, "and several songs
were memorable ones. Dan Cottle,
the musical composer, deserves
much credit for his fine contribution.
Peformers, technical crew and
musicians worked in harmony to
present a highly professional show
whose theme could have easily
been trite and overwrought if not
for the esprit de corps of all
involved. In short, We've Come So
Far reached out and pleased the
audience enormously.

MCGAW CHAPEL

SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE

hSat. Evening;

ht

extra-terrestri-

16.

.

By MICHAEL F. KLINE
big round of applause goes out
to senior Sarah McGraw for her
musical comedy, "We've Come So
I Far."
Her I.S. project was
by full houses on each
performance night.
McGraw presented that favorite
of themes
the theme of Love
in a novel and entertaining manner. Main characters Leila (played
by McGraw herself) and Barney
(played by junior Pat Gorman)
acted as two aliens sent to Earth in
a quest for knowledge: What characterizes human behavior? What
makes humans tick? They were
enlightened on this subject, at a
football game, a medieval college
theatre production, and a park
where
romance abounds.
Gradually, Leila and Barney learn
that a thing called Love serves as
an impetus for all humankind. So
overwhelming is this emotion, they
find, that it crossed
bounds into their own hearts,
and we saw them in passionate
embrace as the final act came to a
close.
A

1

A

McGraw's Play Reviewed

ENTERTAIN STUDENTS

MAX

11

BOOKSTORE... AND MORE!!"'

,
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Announcements

Homosexuality
Awareness
Do you know what homophobia
is? Are you homophobic? What are
some possible, explanations for its
prevalence in our society and on
our campus?
These are just a few of the issues
that will be addressed at the panel
discussion on homosexuality aware
ness Monday, Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in
Babcock Lounge. The guest speak
ers are members of the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance of the University

of Cincinnati.

21185.

WCWS

and Women.'' 21585. WCWS Pub-

lic Affairs Hour, 11 a.m.. "Speaking of Sorts" with Dave Carey.

A.

N. A.C. A.
Competition papers must be
original, unpublished works on a
topic about or related to campus
activities programming, such as

The National Association for
Campus Activities announces its
first Prize Papers Competitions
offering cash prizes totaling
$1,200 , according to Chairman
of the Board of Directors Max V.
Vest. Open to undergraduate
and graduate students, as well
as faculty or staff of business
related to the college entertainment market, the competition is
designed to recognize outstanding research and opinion
papers in the field of campus ac-

FESTIVAL

Featuring seven different time
eras. The Olde world Merchants
Faire will offer a vast array of fine
craftmanship, entertainment and
foods to the area. From a Medieval
tournament to a puppet show,
to weavers, it proves to
be a most interesting affair.
The event will be held at Schoen- brunn Park adjacent to the Village.
All foods will be prepared primitive style, in keeping with the
theme of the show.
Civic groups or other individuals
interested in obtaining remaining
booth space may write to: The Olde
It demonstrates
World Merchants Assoc., Box 151, tivities.
NACA's increasing interests in
Sherrodsville, 44675.
bras-sworke-

iney win attempt to answer
questions that ' might have been
raised by the film "Pink Triangles" which was shown on Feb. 5
and 6 in the Pit. The purpose of this
Dean's Office and
Support Group Meets
event is to raise awareness of a
J
complex social issue which is t For everv cnemicauy aepenaeni
I
people
4
clouded by pervasive cultural person there are at least
myths and stereotypes.
whose lives are direcuy ana pro
foundly affected by that person's
illness. The cnemicauy aepenaeni
person is that individual whose use
mood altering substances has
Library Adds New ofprogressed
to such a level that it
disrupts academic performance, in-- umProfessors
terferes with family and other rela- Equipment
SAB-sponsor- ed
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Activities
Accent

Public Affairs

11 a.m., "Focus on Strategic
Defense Initiative" and "Weapons
and Hope." 2A285. WCWS Public
Affairs Hour, 11 a.m.. Convocation,
Latin, Financial Standards, and
Greek, Joseph F. Toot Jr., president. The Timken Company. 213
85. WCWS Public Affairs Hour, 11
a.m.. The Mike PyleSusan Schie-man- n
Show. 21485. WCWS Public
Affairs Hour, 11 a.m., "Alcoholism

Hour,

..

rs

Mark Weaver of

""E"..

Department
The addition of two portable mi- and economic functioning and im of the Economics
tradition oi
ana
their
will
continue
pnysicai
Audio-Visustate
oi
their
pairs
crofiche readers in the
taking on all corners in a parli-health.
Center has made possible the emotional
In looking at alcoholism alone, mentary-styl- e
debate, iney
test of an experimental microfiche
not included, there are challenge any
team
circulation policy at Andrews Li- other drugs
48 million Ameri (students, faculty, or townspeobrary during the coming semester. between 24 and
who are being raised or grew ple) to debate on either-sid- e
of
Under the extended circulation pol- cans
up
an alcoholic home. It is any reasonable resolution. Any
in
miicy, government publications in
of all alco
crofiche can now be checked out at estimated that 0
the
one alco team wishing to accept
at
least
had
have
holics
periodiand
Desk;
the Circulation
CHALLENGE
WEAVSTER
parent
holic
cals in microfiche, which are
By the time the dependent person should contact Prof. Galster,
Center,
housed in the Audio-Visua problem stage in their Kauke 219, or ext 2409 with
reaches
The
out
there.
checked
can be
is shattered and is suggestions for a resolution and
family
use,
the
posportable readers, which make
anger and debate positions. The debate
sible the use of microfiche materi- livine in constant fear,being
raised will be scheduled as a convocaof
The
effects
distrust
Library
Andrews
the
outside
als
dependent
are
reach
home
a
far
in
building for the first time, can also
Lowry Pit sometime
ing. Just as the dependent person tion in
be obtained in tne Auaio-visuthrough March.
January
from
life
and
his
behavior
for the circulation of adjusts her or
al

two-pers-

volunteerism,

leadership training and development, fine arts, film-videcoo,

ntemporary entertainment,
protravel, recreation-leisurfessional development and
special constituencies. Papers
e,

must be eight to fifteen pages,
typed and double spaced.
Cash prizes of $250 and $150
will be awarded for first and second place winners, respectively, in each of the three
educating current and future categories of undergraduate,
campus activities professionals, graduate, faculty or profesVest said.
sional staff. Papers will be judg"The Prize Papers Competi- ed by an anonymous panel on
tion represents an important
step toward realizing one of research, usefulness and apgoals of plicability to the field of campus
NACA's long-rang- e
strengthening our educaUonal activities, content, composition
offerings to membership, " Vest and writing style, and
said. "This competition will fur- - f thoroughness
ther enhance the image of NACA Entry deadline for the com
as an organization interested in petition is July 1, 1985. Winners
innovative ideas and research in will be announced on or about
the field, while offering staff and September 1, 1985, and winning
students an opportunity to write, entries will be published in a
be judged by peers and receive a Prize Papers Competition issue
of Programming in December
cash award."
1985. For further information.
contact NACA. P.O. Box 6828,
Columbia. SC 29260.

Challenge
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management,

on

50-6-

al

:

Next Issue

ai

Center. Terms
microfiche and the portable readers will be similar to the regulations already in place regarding the
loan of other types of library material and equipment
Fiche will be loaned for a period
of 3 days with no renewal; the
overdue fine will be SOt a day for
each title or issue; and replace
ment plus processing costs will be
charged for loss or damage.
The readers will be issued on a
"first come, first served" basis for
the same time period and will be
subiect to the usual regulations in

to accommodate the dependency,
so do those close to this person.
These family members and loved
ones need help as much if not more
than the dependent person. Denial,
distrust, fear and unspoken feelings
of anger and guilt are only a few of

the nroblems these families face.
Family members and friends of
chemically dependent people do not
have to face the fears and ques
tions alone. It is through sharing
these common experiences and
feelings with others who. truly un
derstand, that one learns to live a
life. It is in this spirit of
Center. Each healthy
the Audio-Visugrowth and learning that a
sharing,
and
own
case
with
comes
its
reader
group is starting. This
support
new
system
very
sharp
optical
boasts a
group
is designed to meet
informal
that features two different lens the needs of family
memoers ana
magnifications. Although these madependents
or problem
of
friends
come
easy
use
and
to
chines are
meeting
will be on
The
users.
first
with simple instructions, the
Tues. Feb. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the
desk staff will be happy to give basement
of Westminster Church
patrons a working demonstration of House (Zeitgeist
room). All inter-the capabilities of the new readers.
to attend.
urged
are
people
ested
The microfiche lending experifeasibility
of
ment will test the
circulating this type of material,
the durability and suitability of the
Sadie Hawkins Semi-formportable readers, the demand for dance, Feb. 9, Lowry Center Ballsuch a policy, and the effects, if room, 9 p.m.-- l a.m. Sponsored by
any, on the permanent library
BSAHarambee BWO. First 30
men through the door receive a
carnation.

Shull Addresses Winter Depression.
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NMR Comes To
technique called nuclear magnetic
resonance, a technology which has
its origins in the physical sciences.
best noncommercial programming
That technology has now come to
possible."
the College of Wooster's depart"I know of no other college radio ment of chemistry and the departstation that offers the same hands-o- n ment will dedicate a new JEOL
experience ... We allow tremennuclear magnetic resodous amounts of flexibility," Garan nance spectrophotometer Friday
said. "But, if s not just a place to (Feb. 8). There will be a public
p.m. at the
waste time ... we have to keep in open house from
mind the best interests of the chemistry building (Severance
college and the educational sys- Hall) to demonstrate the instrutem," he continued. "This is a ment and a public dedicatory lecviable, valuable educational experi- ture by Prof. J.T. Gerig of the
University of California at Santa
ence."
Mau summed it up by saying, Barbara. Gerig will discuss "Fluor"Dan and I are hoping for even ine NMR Of Proteins" at 8 p.m. in
Severance Hall.
better things in the future."
Continued from Page 9
opportunity ... to give listeners the

FX-90-

Q
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Beating the Bush

By PATRICIA BAUERLJK
Caroline Delafield, a junior histo
ry major certified in education,
studied at New College, the Faculty
of Divinity, at the University of
Edinboro, Scotland, last semester.
She went to pursue her interest in
her Scottish heritage and outdoor
activities such as hiking and back- -'

packing.
"It was not a Wooster program,"
said Delafield, who had to apply
i directly to the University and was
, accepted as a third year student
1 under
the same circumstances
that Scottish third year students
' were accepted. She said that she
enjoyed studying overseas where
"no one ever heard of Wooster."
"There was no one there to
spoon-fee- d
me," said Delafield. "I
got just as rotten luck as everybody
else." She lived with, a family in an
Ttr rnnm which w

r-Octo- ber

CHcrppttpri bv

Student Housing.- - Delafield de
scribed the bouse as "abominable."
Two other female university students also lived in the home. One
student was studying to be a nuclear physicist while the other was an
Italian major. Meals were not provided, so the students ate "out"
most of the time since they could
not use the family's kitchen.
At the University of Edinboro,
Delafield was listed as a third year
ecclesiastical history student' She
enrolled in three courses: Christianity in Scotland, Church History
and Comparative Religions. The
courses credit were equivalent to
3.5 Wooster credits.
Scottish Universities are structured differently from those in the
United States. Classes began on
20 and end sometime in
April. There were no breaks from
classes until the Christmas break,
which began on December 14. The
grade for the entire year is completely dependent on the final exam
given in April. Delafield was constudent
sidered a
since she had not enrolled for the
non-graduati-

ng

entire year.
The fill term is called the Hillary
Term, the introductory term. As a
result she was not required to take
any of the preliminary exams.'
hence, Delafield's studies consisted
of assigned reading and papers.
Class attendance was not required
but the weekly tutorials were mandatory.
The eourse Christianity in Scotland appealed to her the most She
described it as a "demanding and
.lhallenging course that invigorated
me to go out and learn it my sen."
Delafield took advantage of travel
opportunities and went all over the
country, visiting the castles and
other historical and educational
sites. Delafield explained that to
study the history of Scotland is to

study the history of the church.
Delafield explained that college
students in Scotland are different
from the college students in the
United States. "Students there are
not pressured into college; they
only go if they really want to," said

Delafield.
On weekends she participated in
Highland dancing, including dances

Page 13
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Wooster

The instrument was acquired
CANCER
The field of medicine has been through a grant from the National
celebrating a new cancer diagnosis Science Foundation Chemical In-

W C W 8

.

"

(Mrs,

2680 Cleveland Rd.

strumentation Fund as well as
grants from Sohio of Cleveland and

FREE

The Camille and Henry Dreyfus
Foundation. The purchase of this

instrument represents the largest
single instrument purchase in the
department's history. College ofj
Wooster students will get hands-o- n
experience with the use of this new
instrument.
During the past 17 years. Dr.
John Reinheimer from Wooster's
chemistry department has collaborated with Gerig in probing biological systems using NMR techniques.
After graduating from Smithville
High School, Gerig became interested in investigating organic reac!

tions while working with Reinheimer as an undergraduate at The
College of Wooster. After graduating from Wooster, Gerig continued
his studies at Brown University
where he obtained his doctorate.
.
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Post doctorate research at the California Institute of Technology under one of the pioneers in NMR
work, Prof. J.D. Roberts, helped
prepare Gerig for his career in this
area of research.

called Strip the Willow, the Eight-som- e
Reel, and the Highland Fling.
During the Highland Dance Party,
a piper plays around the dining
room table about seven times before the dances. She also spent
weekends

sight-seein-

g,

going to

op-

eras, plays and pubs.
In addition to studying, traveling,
and enjoying Scottish entertainment, Delafield worked on weekends as a beater for the shooting
lodge. Raeshaw. Her job consited
of hitting bushes and making loud
noises to flush the pheasant toward
waiting guns.
She described her job as an
Some of her male coworkers had little education and
did not care to know her academic
credentials but wanted to know her
as a person. She was impressed by
their lack of concern for her education backround. Consequently, she
began to realize that the American
concern for qualifications and cre
dentials has blilnded us from
seeing the intimate side of people.
She said that at first, people were
wary of becoming her friend. She
said that Scotland has had a long
history of foreigners, believed to be
friends, then betraying the country
and its citizens. "But once you've
made friends, you've made them
for life," said Delafield as she
described the supportive friendships that were formed with adults,
and students. '
Delafield was introduced to the
University of Edinboro while fulfilling her religion requirement with
Professor Gordon Tait's course
called Communities in Faith. During the course Tait mentioned that
he had taught at New College as an
exchange professor for the fall
quarter ofd 1973. Tait traded places
with Professor Alex Cheyne, a professor of ecclesiastical history and
principal of New College, who then
taught Tait's classes for that quarter.
Tait, the United States Alumni
Office representative for the University of Edinboro. encourages
any interested persons to see him
for more information about the
Univeisity. "It's a wonderful opportunity." remarked Tait A total
of 1,150 Americans have attended
the university. While Wooster was
on the quarter system, 5 students
from the College of Wooster would
attend the university each year.
"eye-opener-

co-worke-

."
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Sports
Women's bodybuilding
Coming on strong

By AMY WEISBERGER
Women are fast discovering that
they can have strength as well as
beauty and grace, by bodybuilding.
In the 1980's the number of women competitors has mushroomed
because of increased media publicity, and the realization by many
women that they will not become
"mannish" by having bigger but
better developed bodies. Fashion
model skinnyness and flimsiness
are out. Strength and vitality are
in!
In the last two years the number
of women bodybuilding competitors
has nearly tripled according to
local competitor Lisa Tolpa. She
finds that in muscle development
"women are finding it amazing
what they can do with their bodies,
things that we never realized be-

fore."

In local competitions ihere are
about 15 competitors per class,

with three classes per contest.
These classes are divided by

pounds is the
weight. Below 114
light weight class, below 125 is
medium and 125 is heavyweight.
Which class one will fit into depends mostly on body structure
because bodybuilders try to retain
as little body fat as possible.

1985

Although usually the audience
only sees the evening part of a
competition, a bodybuilding competition lasts all day. Prejudging
starts in the morning when all the
competitors weigh in. Then in the
first stage of competition, a panel
of judges examine them for body
symmetry. Each class is judged all
at once. The competitors rotate on
quarter turns until they have made
one complete circle. While they are
standmg at each angle, me judges
want to see not only bulk of muscle,
but that the muscles are in proportion to one another. I n other words
they do not want to see huge arms
and then skinny legs or an extremely well developed right arm
and a much weaker left one. After
this, the group performs six mandatory poses which show off the

According to John Williams, who
is a coach and owner of Muscle
Gym in Akron, "femininity is an

unwritten category of the judging."
One must move gracefully in her
routine and look very feminine and
pretty, because most judges are
prejudice against mannish women
no matter how muscular and well
proportioned they are. According to
freelance sportswriter Gail Shister,
"Many women bodybuilders will go
out of their way to look feminine

and attractive." This will quickly
be confirmed when one looks at any
magazine or book about women s
body building. Although the women
try to look attractive, the judges
will not tolerate it if a competitor
tries to exploit her sexuality on
stage. Coach Williams refers to this
rule as "no cheesecaking." From
the feminist viewpoint, this rule
limbs,
parts:
the
body.
various
neck, back, chest and abdomen. In shows up as an especially positive
the last stage of the competition, aspect when body building compe
the women came out one at a time titions are compared to traditional
and do a 90 second posing routine beauty pageants like Miss Amerito music. This routine must include ca.
the six mandatory poses plus others of the competitor's choice. In
By the end of the day the winners
this stage they are judged on how of each
class have usually been
well they move, as well as muscu- picked, and the decision does not
symmetry.
larity and

Wooster Olympics Winter Carnival
The 1985 Wooster Winter
pics were held Jan.
30-Fe- b.

Olym2. Six

teams participated in the games.
The Student Activities Board with
the help of Becca Bing, Joanna
Putney, Chris Beachy and Dave
Young sponsored the events.
The first place team, the
was compiled of Chris
Drake, Mark O'Gawa, Tom Junkin,
Chuck Hoover, John Osborne, John
Porter, Chris Campbell, Lisa
Blackadar, and Scotty Gunselman.
The second place team called
themselves the Exiles and coming
in third were the Montana Wild
o
Clusters. Other
Jack's and
participants of the games were
Harambee, the Nads and the
Flying Freshman.
Events ranged from broom hockey to team body sewing. Said Bing,
"Dizzy Lizzies were a hit and
topped off the games." Jello snarf-in- g
Han-yack- s,

r

ST. A

change unless someone really
messes up in the evening performance. The competitors do the same
thing in the evening as they did
during the day, but in front of an
audience. During the day, the mandatory poses must sometimes be
held for over a minute. This is
extremely strenuous, to say the
least. At night, the poses are done
much more quickly. The 90 second
routine is done the same as it was
during the day. Then the winners
are announced. The one thing dif
ferent abut evening competition is
n
between
that there is a
the winners of each class to decide
the overall winner. The competitors
are given a set amount of time to
once again show themselves off
with their favorite poses. They also
try to excite the audience to help
influence the judges. The bulkiest

get quite irritable because they feel
the stress of an extremely heavy
workout without the normal food
energy intake. An added stress
during cutting up is that one mus!
practice holding poses and doing a
90 second routine. Competitive adrenaline energy plays an important
role at this time.
Bodybuilding

is an inexpensive

sport. One can train at a gym for
a month. Local entry fees
are about $15 and coaching is
almost always free. This is because
most people are coached by the
owner of their gym, and the owner
will coach for free because winning
bodybuilders help to promote his
her gym.
Coach Williams feels that, "the
toughest aspect of bodybuilding is
that it is a 24 hour sport." One is
always watching what one eats,
person does not always win. Once and regulating sleeping patterns
again, they are judged on body and other activities around the
symmetry and stage performance.
bodybuilding. Sportswriter Shistfr
that, "body building is more
feels
competitions
city
Winners from
an
of
art form than anything else."
Iqualify for state competitions. State
winners move to the national level
for competitions such as Ms. Universe and Ms. Olympia. Once a
woman has won a local or state
competition she does not enter it
again. Professional bodybuilders
With nvpr fiO inauiries and 40
are found mostly on the national
level. The Pros can make money: candidates completing the entire
doing commercials, giving clinics, application "a lot of people feel this
am
coaching or giving exhibitions at position is very auracuve,
at
Director
Athletic
Wie,
Van
Alvin
as
as
well
competitions,
smaller
the
for
interviews
The
Wooster.
money.
the normal prize
opening were completed this week
A competitor will lift for at least and a decision is penning.
a year before a contest. She will The College interviewed three
The three
remain slightly stalky most of the rnarhps for the Dosition.Dick
Crom
time, so that she can make muscle final candidates were
out of the excess body rat. some- well, from Toledo St. Francis Hign
time between twelve and two weeks School. Jim Palazolio, trom nocKy
before the contest, the competitor Mountain College in Montana and
will start cutting up. The amount of Bob Tucker, a Wooster alumpji?
time varies from person to person and defensive coordinator iur uu
The purpose of cutting up is to get State University.
ar
rid of all excess body xat so me "Tho interview was actually ac
process,"
strenuous
extremely
more
de
muscles become much
ine canm
fined, and each individual muscle cording to van wie.
can be seen much more cieany date is here for a day and a half.'
This is why bodybuilders weigh The interviewing process involve
much less than they appear to. This the candidate meeting with mem
is also why their muscles are much bers of the screening committee
more defined than other athletes, the physical education department
who have the same amount of giving a lecture in front of a class
muscle in certain places. Women meeting with other members of th
can go down to as low as six faculty and administration an
percent body fat sometimes. To do meeting the football team.
"We hope to have someone in th
this one must diet drastically and
lift in more repetitions at lower office by the fifteenth of Februarj
weights. Caloric intake can get, I think it is absolutely essential,
sometimes, as low as 400 per day, Van Wie commented. "I believ
depending on body structure. The varv ctrnncrlv that the 55 to t
bodybuilders diet is strict all year young men on the football teai
around, but usually not to this deserve me very ueai tuatu we .
extent. This is the time that people find."
$20-$2- 5

pose-dow-

New coach
football

Goo-Go-

t.

1

was won by Mark O'Gawa and
Chris Drake of the Hanyacks.

Joanna Putney stressed the
"school spirit and the enthusiasm
that really came through. It was a
great day to release some of our
built-u- p
winter tension."
Bing was commended on a job
well done, as one participant commented, "Bing and her committee
did a bang up job!" Dave Young
summed up the four day experience, "what a gas!"

in
V

Photo by Jennifer Parker
Photo by Lisa Hunyadi.
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Sports notes

Indoor Track

NCAA

Conference
Two weeks ago Alvin Van Wie,

ing to Van Wie.

Iir continuing their winning
streak, the women's basketball tem
beat Denison and Wittenberg this
week before last. The game against
Tiffin on January 26th was cancelled because of weather, but that
aid not siow aowa
9
Wednesday the 30th saw an
'
win over Denison with both Amy

uic

87-4-

GARMENT

Smith and Karen Johnson scoring
19 points. Wittenberg was dribbled
over,
on Saturday when Hari-bet- h
Bentler was high scorer
In women's basketball the
Wooster were Kenyon with 62
On Saturday the men's and wom
women's team won their game
points, Ohio Wesleyan with 55
against Case Western Reserve last en's swim teams defeated Case pomts. Case Western Reserve with
Monday. Last Wednesday they won Western Reserve University and 54 points, Allegheney with 52 points
2
Wittenberg University in their last! and Oberlin with 14 pomts.
against Ohio Wesleyan,
home meet. Excellent perform H
The men literally jumped into the
ITatrino he o ten dherlin already this ances were made by the following lead with a first place finish in the
win
can
they
year, the players feel
women Jen Kellam in backstroke, long jump with a jump of 55 feet,
next Saturday. Coach Nan Nichols Kay Schwerzler in the 50 free and 6 inches. The long jump team
says wooster is certainly lougn. Son j a Alwyn, never having swum consisted of Aubrey Monroe, Roy
and it should be a good contest.
the 1000 free before, pulled in a Reese and Mark Bero. Also placing
needed victory for Wooster. The first for the Scots was the high
combined effort of the women's hurdle team of John Taylor, John
MENS BASKETBALL
team led to their impressive victo--j Mandryke and Reese with a time of
ry over Case and Wittenberg.
21.79.
Wnnster came out on ton on
The men's team, also did an
Finishing second for the Scots
January 26th in the men's basket outstanding job. Coach Beckettl was the shot put relay team of Paul
ball game against Franklin. Alan commented that after the third Savitch, Tony Adams and Rich
wenu lead ine scoring wiw
event the men were behind byi Carmel with a total distance of 117
points in that victory of . Wednes- seventeen points, but pulled togethfeet, 6V4 inches.
day's confrontation with Denison er for a comeback. This culminated
The high jump team and sprint
was not as successful, with the in the last event, the 400 free relay, medley teams both placed third.
Scots losing , even though Mute where a win by Wooster's men The high jump, team of Mandryk,
Sheridan put in 18 points. Kenyon meant defeat for both Case and Tom Shearer and Monroe had a
was hp a ten at home on February 2. Wittenberg. Fine performances total height of 16 feet. 6 inches.
with Sheridan once again a were made by Scott McLean in the With a time of 3:08:81, Fred Lump50 free, George Miller in the 200 kin, Don Dennis, Terry Carter and
leading scorer.
and Harold Hasiba m the Shearer raced to a third place
In men's basketball action on breast,
100
Special congratulations go finish.
free.
a
close
Monday night the Scots lost
out
to
the
six seniors on the team
Fourth place finishers were the
game to Case Western Reserve,
who swam well in their last meet in triple jump relay (Monroe, Bero
Last Wednesday the final score the
Wooster pool. They are Bill and Shearer) at 106 feet, 7 incnes.
against Ohio Wesleyan was
Andrew.
Pete Lawson. Don Sand the eight-la- p
relay (Phil Luchesse,
Ohio Wesleyan won.
ford. Jen Rogers, Susan Allan, and Carter, Monroe and Lumpkin) with
Amy Russ.
a time of 2:20:91, the 3200 meter
relay (Scott Mellor, Chuck Brady,
Shearer and Dave Dean) m 8:51:11
301 Grant St.
and
the 6400 meter relay team
44421
Ohio
Tn nil students:
Donnison.
(Todd Fach, Dave Brandt, Bob
Ph.(614)923-442Do you like sports? Do you Iikej
writing How about combining the! Jones and Vance Russel) in a time
10:30:00. Also finishing fourth for
two and writing for the Woosterl of
Scots was Shawn Madden in the
Voice this semester as a sports the
vault with a jump of 10 feet, 6
writer. The sDort section is in pole
704 Wott High
Unfortunately, Madden
inches.
and
OnvHI. Ohio 4466
interested
of
need
riscnrp
pole and was forced to
his
Ph.(216)683-542broke
Wiinteresting people. Contact Ida
stop at that height
lliams at Extension 2706 or Box 3060
for more information. Thank you.
Coach Craig Penney was ex
65-5- 6,

Athletics Director, and Gordon Collins traveled to Nashville, Tenn. for
the NCAA Convention. According to
Van Wie, at that convention there
was a "proposal to have drug
testing before a championship
event." This proposal was voted
down by the members of the NCAA
for several reasons. Van Wie mentioned that the reasons ranged
from the schools wanting to handle
drug problems themselves to legal
questions. Also, the members were
concerned about the fairness of
testing athletes at the end of a
season and not during the season
and that the testing could not be
cost effective. The proposal was
one of approximately 150, accord-

Basketball

Swimming

By DAB A BEHZADI
The indoor track teams finally)
got a chance to put all their prac
tice into an actual performance ..
and perform they did. The men
nearly pulled off an upset before
falling to Denison by a mere point.
The final standings found Denison
first with 64 points and Woosterl
second with 63 points. Following

50-5-

a

57-6- 8,

68-6- 7.

73-6-

2.

4

ItTTEMNG
STORING
GOODS

8

tremely happy with their performance. "We are a very young team,"
he' said. "In fact, we only have one
senior (Phil Luchesse)."
"We are still in a growing and
conditioning phase." According to
Penney the men went in to the
meet with a good attitude and to
"go and do the best we can do."
Not to be outdone by the men, the
women also held their own at the
NCAC Relays. The women finished
a very respectable third place with
32 points. As coach Penney points
out "that's all the more amazing
when you resize that the women's
team is hurting for people. Only 15
women make up the team." Finishing first in the Women's NCAC
Relays was Ohio Wesleyan with 46
points, followed by Kenyon with 37,
Wooster with 32, Oberlin with 20
and Allegheney with 7.
The 1600 medley team of Stephanie Kazmierski, Linda Stevenson, Patty Smanick and Shelly
Sybrandt not only took a first
place, but also set a new school
indoor track record with a time of
14:25:11.

Second .place finishers for the
scots included the triple jump relay
team of Connie Kier, Holly Halter-ma- n
and Rowena Tan; with a jump
of 81 feet, 84 inches, the high jump
team of Paula Baab, Kier and
Jennifer Barton with a total height
of 9 feet, 8 inches, the shot put
team Angela Moretta, Halterman
and Amy Smith with a distance of
73 feet, 4 inches, the hurdle team of
Cathy Hamm, Halterman, and Tan
in 29:59 and the 6400 medley relay
team of Stevenson, Becky Pickett,
Katie Keller and Smanick.
The long jump relay team of
Kier, Halterman and Tan lept to a
third place finish with a distance of
40 feet, 1 inch, as did the eight-la- p
relay team with a time of 2:50:78.
That team consisted of Kazmierski,
Tan, Hamm and Sybrandt.
Coach Penney was very optimistic despite the injuries and lack of
people. "They do the best they can
and are only going to get better ...
As long as we are competitive, I'll
be happy."

127 E. UbortySt
Woostor. Ohio 4491
Ph.(216)262-545-
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Feb.
7:00
9:30
10-- 2

8

p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

Feb. 9

a.m.

9:00

7:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
9:30
9:30
10--2

p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

Feb.
7:30

Movie: The Big Chill
Movie: Attack of the Killer Tomatoes

Mateer
Mateer
Ichabod's

Travel: Columbus French Market
and Columbus Art Museum
Movie: Attack of the Killer Tomatoes
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
and Concert Choir
Sadie Hawkens Dance

Lowry Center

Ichabod's

10

p.m.

Feb.
7:30

Place

Event

DateTime

12

p.m.

Feb. 12
p.m.
Feb. 14
7:30 p.m.
9-- 11

10-1-

Mateer

McGaw

DateTime

Lowry Center

Movie: The Big Chin

Ichabod's

Mateer
Ichabod's

Classic Film: Carmer

Mateer

Movie: David Copperfield

Mateer

Ichabod's

Ichabod's

Movie: Slide Show on Hiroshima

Lowry Center

Feb. 15
7 ft 9:30 p.mi. Movie: The Natural

Mateer

Feb.

16

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
CULTURAL CALENDAR
FEBRUARY 7
Thru
Mar. 3

a.m.

Travel: Cleveland University

Lowry Center

7:00
8:30

a.m.
p.m.

Movie: The Natural
Spotlight Showcase: Earthwood

Mateer

9:30
8:30

p.m.
p.m.

Hopscotch
An Enchanting Evening of
Entertainment: The Count
Basic Orchestra and The Wooster

Mateer

Jazz Ensemble

7:30

17

p.m.

Feb.

18

Feb. 19
11 a.m.
Feb.

19

1:15 p.m.
1:30-2:3-

4

0

p.m.

Feb.

20

p.m.

Feb. 21
11 a.m.
1 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
7:30

p.m.

8:15 p.m.

Feb. 22

p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
10-- 2
a.m.
11a.m.

Week Begins
Black StudiesFrench Dept.
Film: Ceddo

Mateer

--

7

ca

Lowry Center

Thru
Feb. 20

Objects to
EXHIBIT: "One of Kind
Wear" by Pat and Bill Roach displayed
in the art case. Hours: 7
daily. No charge.

Lowry Center

a.m.-midnig-

ht

--

a.m.-midnig-

ht

Feb. 10
p.m.

organ. No charge.

BACH FESTIVAL CONCERT: John M. Russell,

First Presbyterian

Feb.

ART EXHIBIT: Faculty Exhibition by Joan.
Krejcar, George Olson and Walter Zurko.

MaeKensie Gallery
Severance Art Building

11

Thru Mar 8

Church

S a.m.-1- 2 p.m.; Sat 10 a.m.-1- 2
Hours: Mon.-Fr- i.
p.m.; Sun. 12 noon-1- 0 p.m. No charge.

8

Feb. 11
p.m.

PANEL DISCUSSION: "Homosexuality Awareness." Babcock Lounge
with members of the University of Cincinnati
Gay Alliance. No charge.

Feb. 12
11 a.m.

CONVOCATION: "Latin. Financial Statements
and Greek." by Joseph F. Toot Jr., president
of The Timken. No charge.

Mateer Auditorium

Feb. 12
1:15 p.m.

CLERGY ACADEMY OF RELIGION: "The
Substance of Ministry: The Gospel Story"
by Dr. J. Arthur Baird, Synod professor

Lean Lecture Room
Wishart Han

of Religion. Admission

Mateer

Feb. 12
8 p.m.

LECTURE: "Can America Compete in the World
Economy?" by Lester C Thurow. Professor of
Management and economics from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. No charge.

McGaw Chapel

Convocation: Africans in America
Before Columbus

Clergy Academy of Religkm:

Lean Lecture Room

Feb.

LECTURE: "Quilts as Storytellers." by
Florence Pulford. authority on
the Plains Indians. Reception immediately
following at the Art Museum. No charge.

Art Museum

The stnrv of Congregation
p.m. Booksigning : Ivan Van Sertima
Black Studies Seminar: They
came before Columbus

6:30 p.m.
9--11

Mateer

Pan-Afri-

p.m.

7:30

Classic Film: Orpbews

2--

ART EXHIBIT: "Anna!" by Anna Marie Arnold.
daily. No Charge.
Hours: 7

Mom's Truck
Stop
Lowry Center

Sat-Sun-

30

Thru
Feb. 23

4

9:00

Feb.

the Plains" (Lower Gallery) featuring
Morning Star quilts and ceremonial figures
and objects; "Four Native American Painters
9 a.m.-1- 2
(Upper Gallery). Hours: Mon.-Fr- L
..
5
p.m.
p.m.;
noon and
No charge.
1-4:-

119

Place
Art Museum

Event

ART EXHIBIT: "Native American Indians of

Video: Art Endangered
of a dying art

A Glimpse

Wilson Bookstore
Lowry Center

Lowry Center

13

7:30

p.m.

Feb.

14

GREAT DECISIONS: "What Future for
Democracy?" by George Emanuel. Roberto
Portugal and Joy Sobrepena. No charge

Lean Lecture Room
Wishart HaU

15

STUDENT RECITAL: Mark Bowyer of Uniontown,
baritone; and Emilie Storrs of Lockport, N.Y.,
mezzo soprano. No charge.
BACH FESTIVAL CONCERT: Nancy Lancaster,
organ. No charge.

Mackey Hall

POETRY READING: by British poet John
Smdn. sponsored by "Wooster Review."
No charge.

Lowry Center
Room 119

7:30 p.m.

Ichabod's

Ichabod's

Bach Festival Concert
Lecture: psychology of Human

McGaw
Lowry Center

Feb. 17
4 p.m.

Lowry Center

Feb. 17
4:30 p.ra.

Relations
Film: South Africa Belongs to US
Great Decisions: Population
Growth Critical North-Sout- h
Issue
Theatre: The Gingerbread Lady
Babcock International Fair
Movie: Victor. Victoria
Izulu Dances
Theatre: The Gingerbread Lady
Young Frankenstein

Ichabod's
Pan Africa Week Ends

Feb.
7:30

Lean Lecture Room

Shoolroy Theatre
Lowry Center Lounge

Mateer

McGaw
Shoolroy Theatre

Mateer
Ichabod's

p.m.

19,

First Presbyterian

Church

Styling and Haircuts
for Men and Women
The CoMeow's "fmmtly"
262-316-

Barter.

6

Rick, Rita, Marty, Dave
418 N.

Market

'"

.

